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Introduction to the Series
Kaneko Tohta (金子兜太, b. 1919) is
among the most important literary and
cultural innovators of postwar Japan.
His career, the inception of which begins
with his first haiku published at the age
of 18, has now spanned 75 years. Over
these decades he has pioneered major
postwar modern-haiku movements, and
become a leading literary and cultural
figure as critic, teacher, scholar, and
poet. Kaneko is familiar nationwide
through his participation over the
years in a variety of NHK television
programs, and was recently the subject
of a documentary film (Ikimono, 2009).
Among some 15 major awards, he has
received The Medal of Honor, Purple
Ribbon (1988), The Order of Rising Sun,
4th Class (1995), and Person of Cultural
Merit, Japan (2008). These prestigious
national awards give some indication of
his cultural impact and commendation.
Kaneko has published 15 collections of
5

haiku. His Complete Collected Writings, in
four volumes (some 2,000 pages) was
published in 2002.
Kaneko Tohta is virtually unknown
outside of Japan, due to a lack of
translated works. Of those translated
haiku to be found, few give an
indication of the philosophic or critical
basis informing his thought. Lacking
such information, the bare poems
out of context only hint at Kaneko’s
achievement. Two of the main factors
propelling these texts into print concern
intercultural relevance and timeliness.
Kaneko is relevant not only as a haiku
poet of Japan, but as a philosopherpoet of international stature, whose
works and thought place him in rarified
company. His vision is eye-opening,
accessible, and refreshingly direct. You
won’t find an ivory tower academic or
ideologue here; instead, the raw power
of a boxer, who can flatten you with a
sentence, an idea. This was an image
that came to mind during the two6

hour interview presented in The Future
of Haiku (the second volume of this
series). The power of his speech, acuity
of insight, and relentless, searching
energy are invigorating and provocative
in the best sense.
Our Kon Nichi Translation Group
began publishing a series of volumes on
Kaneko Tohta in 2011, with Ikimonofūei:
Poetic Composition on Living Things, which
presented a lecture given by Kaneko
to the Modern Haiku Association
of Japan in late 2009, accompanied
by contextual research (explanatory
endnotes and essays). The intention
of the “Kaneko series” has been to
first provide scholarly underpinnings
to the haiku presentation. This
approach has dictated that the first
two volumes provide within a pocket
book format a well-founded cultural,
historical, aesthetic, and biographic
foundation for the selected haiku to
follow. The third and fourth volumes
present the selected haiku of Kaneko
7

Tohta, with notes to each haiku, and
include essays and a chronology. The
haiku are presented separately from
the supporting comments, to provide
a reader-experience unadulterated
by prose, if wished. Some 230 haiku
are included in these two volumes,
spanning Kaneko’s publishing career.
The selected haiku and notes
presented have evolved over a period of
three years. In this volume, division into
four unequal chronological sections
reflects organic points of departure
in Kaneko’s life, within the context of
significant historical turning points; in
particular, the war and its aftermath.
The haiku have been drawn mainly
from Kaneko’s own “best of ” selections
(“best 100,” “best 500,” and so on), and
also from “Kaneko best-of ” selections
published by notable critics, and our
personal selections are also included.
Each time-period is represented by
25-30 haiku. The poems are placed
in rough chronological order, though
8

the year of composition is not always
precise (“composed between 1940 – 42,”
for example).
Some readers may be surprised at
the variety of techniques applied in
the English translations, and a brief
explanation of the translation approach
seems warranted. The translation process from Japanese into a rough-draft
English outline has occurred with much
iteration and was largely in the hands of
Japanese colleagues; from this point in
the process all of us in the translation
group have devoted many hours to research and discussion on various fronts.
I am mostly responsible (at fault if you
like) for the final polished form of the
haiku, including lineation, word choice,
and punctuation.
The approach to the final form in
English has some basis in the history of
short-form poetics (including Imagism,
Objectivism, Language poetry, etc.);
haiku style, since the 1950s in North
America. More pertinently, the
9

conceptual movement of “21st century
haiku,” an expansion of haiku principles, has been gaining momentum over
the last decade. As an instigator, I am
biased towards these new approaches
to haiku form and presentation, and
feel this is an auspicious moment in
English-language haiku history in that
a gendai haiku poet of Japan may be
received through a new haiku ethos in
North America.
I have argued that the problematic
state of haiku translation has been a
direct result of reductive misunderstandings of linguistic differences between English and Japanese, combined
with a historical fixity which viewed the
Japanese haiku as a realist objectiveimage poem within the pur-view of a
nature poetics. A variety of nature, that
is, possessing mainly two aspects: either
a middlebrow, bourgeois view of nature
as a “birds and flowers” poetry (cf.
“Unnatural Writing” in Gary Snyder’s A
Place in Space), or an “objective” poem
10

refulgent with universalist concepts
of enlightenment, Zen Buddhism in
particular (as seen in Blyth, Aiken
and Ross). While the genre clearly
addresses spirituality and offers images
of the natural world, two essentials
to understanding the haiku genre in
Japan are that the tradition, viewed
both through its poetry and criticism,
is primarily literary, rather than overtly
religious/spiritual; and that, except
for a brief early-modern period of
haiku history, haiku have never been
conceived, either by authors or readers,
as a poetics of objective realism. Our
colleague Itō comments,
As Tsubouchi Nenten has discussed,
haiku is a poetics of “‘kyōdo no
sōzo,’ ‘shared creation’: the shared
room of haikai was originally ‘the
world of freedom and wild, creative
disorder [lit. “crime”].’ . . . This is a
phrase which originated in 1334 CE,
in subversive writing and song
which challenged the status quo.
11

There is no discrimination between
master and disciple, between good
and bad; it is the world of freedom and
wildness . . . these lines are celebrated
as a 7-5-on verse challenging society”
(Haiku Humor, 1994, p. 159-60). A
shared room, the “common”: place,
party, group, band, community; a
constellation of persons. “The renga
and haikai party often was often held
in village communities and was a
part of village life” (ibid). Subjective
discourse and conversation, including
greetings and humor, is based on
a shared “something.” The “something” that is shared is crucial.
Even kigo (season words) are based
on shared feeling, shared emotion,
shared embodied experience, rather
than being primarily realistic signifiers of objective nature. So haiku,
as a poetics, is essentially something
shared, in order to embody interpersonal presence (heart, kokoro) in
language.
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An awareness of this fundamental
orientation in the ethos of Japanese
haiku is freeing, as the haiku cosmos is
not inherently bound by a set of genredefining conceptual rules. Linguistically, haiku historically have followed
a normative 5-7-5-on meter, yet from
ancient times on there have been
numerous departures from the norm.
Beginning in the 20th century, the sense
of meter expanded to jiyūritsu stylism:
free-rhythm concepts. In our “Notes”
section, the meter (sound-syllable
groupings within the metrical template
of haiku) is shown for each poem; most of
Kaneko’s haiku experiment with haiku
metrics, and often incorporate rhythmic
disjunction — discer ned through
the spoken language, in the play of words,
vowels and consonants, rather than the
sound-syllable count. A more lengthy
treatment of linguistic differences
between Japanese and English haiku
form can be found in From 5-7-5 to 8-8-8:
Haiku Metrics and Issues of Emulation
13

(Gilbert & Yoneoka, 2000, available at
“research.gendaihaiku.com”).
While there are any number of
conceptual and stylistic differences
evident in cross-cultural comparisons
of the genre, two recent publications,
Haiku 21 (Gurga & Metz, Modern Haiku
Press, 2011), and the Roadrunner Haiku
Journal (“roadrunnerjournal.net”),
present creative experiments which
bridge these differences in uniquely
creative ways, and reveal through both
poems and criticism outstanding features of the genre. Additionally, a
substantial organization, The Haiku
Foundation (“thehaikufoundation.
org”), is providing a sense of haiku
history, community and educative
context to all comers. This celebration
of the new in English-language haiku has
allowed the translators greater freedom
of expression concerning form and
style. It is our hope that via translation,
one of the major literary figures of
postwar Japan can speak not only as a
14

poet visiting from a distant land, but as
a member of a confederation, a learned
equal if not mentor within the extended
international community. For haiku is
above all a shared crime; freedoms in
language and life stolen out of space
and time — as the ancient epithet has
it.
Included in this present volume
are two essays: the first, “Translation
in the Country of Modern Haiku,”
discusses the goals, perspective and
process of translation in my view as
project director. It offers a comment
concerning the reception and potential
value of Kaneko’s work, and more
broadly the genre of postwar gendai
haiku in English translation. The
second essay, “Kaneko Tohta and the
Chichibu Incident — Revolutionary
Voices of the Earth,” by Itō Yūki, details
the sociocultural underpinnings of
Kaneko’s early life and abiding societal
interests by focusing on the history
of Chichibu, Kaneko’s birthplace and
15

native home, once an impoverished
mountain village. Among the various
themes that run though Keneko’s
oeuvre, the “intellectual wildness” of
the “mountain men” who gathered at
his father’s progressive haiku circle to
read poetry, drink and brilliantly argue
is a reminiscence he often mentions.
Kaneko holds fierceness and “arai”
(that which is raw, rough, rude) as a high
value. In our interview with him (and in
his writings) Kaneko also discusses the
sense of music woven into elemental
perceptions of his mother tongue,
relating these experiences to the
physicality of folk song, and in particular
the festivals and dances of the Chichibu
area, an integral aspect of his early
life and community. As such themes
may appear abstract, a concretizing
analogue of sorts may be offered via Sir
Simon Rattle’s comments on Bartok:
Bartok found his salvation in folk
music. [A] music of artistry and
16

naturalness that seemed to spring
direct from the Earth. Bartok realized
that this was a natural heritage that
must be preserved . . . folk music is
full of the idiosyncrasies of speech,
as though a good story had suddenly
grown wings, and taken flight in
song. This was not just art, but a
philosophy of living, or more often:
sheer survival. . . . At the very center
is the goal of folk music, which
is its fierceness, not its prettiness
(“Leaving Home: Orchestral Music
in the 20th Century, Vol. 4,” 2005,
dvd).

In Kaneko’s case, “salvation” would be
overstatement, yet Rattle’s comment
reflects Kaneko’s insistence on fierceness, wedded to an independence of
spirit — an embodied physicality of
language, and presence — these are
qualities which are at odds with the
often overwrought urbanities of cosmopolitan esthetes. The idea of “roots”
has become rather passé; Rattle’s
17

comments seem apt, as they cut to the
pith of the matter. Kaneko makes the
point that although his roots are local,
the poetic truth and power to which he
has borne witness are surely accessible
to any poet, anywhere. Demonstrated
in his haiku, and presented through
his philosophical criticism, Kaneko
himself most profoundly emblematizes
these truths though example: a life
of creative exploration and artistic
relevance, spanning nearly a century.
A note on naming conventions: we
have followed the Japanese style of family
name first, except where an individual
has made clear a different preference.
In the case of Kaneko Tohta, his
family name is Kaneko; “Tohta” would
conventionally be transcribed “Tōta,”
however “Tohta” is his established style
(and the appellation he chooses to use
in English), so is preferred here.
Of the haiku presented, three contain a Japanese term, in italic text — each
18

is explicated in the respective “notes”
to the haiku: sanma (pages 29, 107),
fumie (pages 91, 148) and aware (pages
100, 156). With the exception of sanma
(Pacific saury), these terms appear in
English, as technical vocabulary. For
additional information, Wikipedia
can be consulted for fumie (also as
fumi-e), and the aesthetic term aware
can similarly be found under “mono no
aware.”
We wish to acknowledge the Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science,
and the Japan Ministry of Education
for supporting this research, and gratefully acknowledge Kaneko Tohta and
the Gendaihaiku Journal for their permission to publish selected materials in
translation. We hope you are as touched
and inspired by this work as we have
been.
Richard Gilbert
Kumamoto University
March 28, 2012
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Section 1
Student days,
1937 – January, 1944
A selection of haiku prior to battlefield
experience, compiled in Kaneko’s first
haiku collection, Youth (Shōnen, 1955),
winner of the 1956 Modern Haiku
Association Prize (gendaihaiku kyōkai
shō).
Kaneko began composing haiku
at age 18, while a student of Mito
High School/College, in 1937. He soon
joined the Haiku League of National
Students (Zenkoku gakusei haiku renmei),
associated with the journal Stratosphere
(Seisōken). The league was supported by
25

several notable haiku poets, including
Takeshita
Shizunojo,
Nakamura
Kusatao, and Katō Shūson. This group
and its journal were short-lived, as
in 1941 Stratosphere was suspended;
Kaneko suggests this was due to threats
from the Japanese Secret Police.
Kaneko then became a contributor of
other journals associated with the New
Rising Haiku movement, including Cold
Thunder (Kanrai, led by Katō Shūson)
and On the Earth (Dojō, led by Shimada
Seiho). In 1941, four members of this
latter group were arrested, including its
leader. Shimada’s health declined while
incarcerated, and he died soon after his
release. The Kanrai group was likewise
harassed by the Secret Police. Kaneko’s
early publications, and relationships,
were associated with such radicalprogressive haiku societies.
Notes to this section are found on
pages 105-121.
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白
梅
hakubai ya rōshi mushin no tabi ni sumu や
老
子
無
white plum blossoms –
心
Lao-Tzu dwells in a journey
の
of no-mind
旅
に
住
む
学
童
の
ざ
わ
め
き
過
ぎ
て
麦
萌
え
ぬ

gakudō no zawameki sugi te mugi moe nu
just as the babble
of schoolchildren, passed –
barley has sprouted
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日
毎
な
る
静
寂
に

higoto naru seijaku ni mugi no moe izuru

into every day’s silence barley beginning to bud
麦
の
萌
え
出
づ
る

budō no mi mina hi wo motte iru kaidan
everyone holds
grapes and a lantern
pleasant tales . . .
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葡
萄
の
実
み
な
灯
を
持
っ
て
ゐ
る
快
談

musume totsugase sanma yaku kemuri ni
muse te iru
marries a daughter –
sobs in the smoke of
grilling sanma
曇
日
の
街
柩
車
の
ほ
こ
り
に
し
ば
し
濡
れ

娘
嫁
が
せ
秋
刀
魚
焼
く
煙
に
む
せ
て
ゐ
る

donjitsu no machi kyūsha no hokori ni
shibashi nure
cloudy city –
immersed in the dust for a while  
of a hearse
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秋
風
			   autumn breeze
裡
the female professor’s thick glasses
女
     I meet
教
師
の
厚
き
眼
shūfūri onna kyōshi no atsuki megane ni au 鏡
に
あ
ふ
蛾
の
ま
な
こ
赤
光
ga no manako shakkō nareba umi wo kō
な
れ
ば
海
within a moth’s eye
を
penetrated by its glowing red –
恋
longing, the ocean
う
30

富
士
を
去
る
日
焼
け
し
腕
の
時
計
澄
み

fuji wo saru hiyakeshi ude no tokei sumi

leaving Fuji behind
beneath the tan, my watch
etched clear

遅
刻
見
に

discovering a tardy boy a goat bleats a chicken tilts its neck
山
羊
鳴
き
鶏
は
chikoku mi ni yagi naki tori wa kubi kashige
首
か
し
げ
31

訃
に
急
fu ni isogu suzume hato nado tobitatase
ぐ
雀
鳩
な
for news of death
ど
hurrying sparrows pigeons
飛
		         flushed out
び
立
た
せ

鶏
つ
ぶ
せ
し
手
swaying a hand which killed a chicken を
walking along a road’s withered leaves 振
り
て
ゆ
く
tori tsubuseshi te wo furite yuku ochibamichi
落
葉
道
32

木
葉
髪
konohagami ie tsuganu yue wo toware tsutsu
家
嗣
が
ぬ
故
autumn hair –
を
asked the reason I won’t continue
問
the family profession
は
れ
つ
ゝ
懐
中
燈
に
現
は
る kaichūtō ni arawaruru mono mina fuyuki
ゝ
も
の
by flashlight
み
whatever appears:
な
all winter trees
冬
木
33

冬
の
fuyu no umi kureyuku gurasu mizu wo moru 海
暮
れ
ゆ
く
グ
winter sea –
ラ
getting dark a glass
ス
pours water
水
を
盛
る
二
等
兵
の
肩
章
汚
れ

nitōhei no kenshō yogore umi areru

a private’s insignia muddied – a lake, now stormy
湖
荒
れ
る
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少
年
の shōnen no hōshin negibata ni hi ga akai
放
心
葱
畑 a boy’s
に absent-mindedness in a field of leeks
陽 		
russet sun
が
赤
い

霧
の
夜
の
foggy night –
わ
near my body
が
treads a horse
身
に
近
く
kiri no yo no waga mi ni chikaku uma ayumu
馬
歩
む
35

赤
蟻
這
う

a red ant crawls
ひ

          		    picking
up a volcanic shard
と
つ
の
火
山
礫
拾
う

aka-ari hau
hitotsu no kazan’reki hirō

曼
珠
沙
華
ど
manjushage dore mo hara dashi chichibu no ko
れ
も
腹
出
し
spider lily –
秩
every kid shows their belly
父
in Chichibu
の
子
36

盆
の
月
bon no tsuki waga yane no e ni kite itari わ
が
屋
根
の
      lantern-festival full moon
上
without notice above my roof
に
already risen
来
て
い
た
ひ
り
ぐ
ら
し
や
autumn cicada –
点
lamplight’s white
せ
into its color
ば
白
地
灯 higurashi ya tomoseba shiroji hi no iro ni
の
色
に
37

乾
草
hoshikusa no nioi ni shimite haha wakashi の
匂
ひ
に
染
the smell of hay
み
penetrating
て
the mother, young
母
若
し
嫁
ぐ
妹
と
蛙
totsugu imo to kaeruda wo koe tetsuro wo koe
田
を
越
え
with a marrying sister
鉄
路
crossing over paddies of frogs
を
crossing over railways . . .
越
え
38

炭
焼
の sumiyaki no kao no fuyuzare iwa yori mo
貌
の
冬
ざ
a charcoal burner’s face:
れ
winter solitude
岩
   more than rock
よ
り
も

針
金
arigane mote yuki no sankan iku shibari
も
て
雪
の
with wires
杉
幹
cider trunks in snow wound
幾
round and round
縛
り
39

秋
風
の akikaze no chichi ga techō wo mekuri yamanu
父
が
手
帳
of autumn wind –
を
father won’t stop flipping
め
through his notebook
く
り
や
ま
ぬ
電
球
に
朝
denyū ni asahi todomaru hina no heya
陽
と
ど
ま
る
on a light bulb
雛
the morning sun remains –
の
room of dolls
部
屋
40

残
る
nokoru ne ya utsuro no sōko soko ni tachi 音
や
虚
ろ
の
lingering sound
倉
vacancy: a warehouse stands
庫
at a distance
そ
こ
に
立
ち
冬
旱
メ
ガ
fuyu hideri megane wo okeba hi ga tsudō
ネ
を
置
け
ば
winter without rain
陽
setting down glasses
が
the sun ingathers
集
う
41

冬
日
の
tōjitsu no nokikage fukaki wakare kana
簷
陰
ふ
か
き
winter sunlight
別
the deep shadows within eves
れ
か
departing
な

42

Section 2
War and
wartime experience,
(1944 – 1946)
Kaneko was sent to the battleground of
the Truk Islands as a Naval Short Term
Officer, Accounting Lieutenant [Kaigun
tanki geneki shikan, kaigun shukei chūi].
The archipelago was an important base
for the Japanese Imperial Navy (not
dissimilar to Pearl Harbor in the numbers
of ships and airplanes deployed there).
Just two weeks prior to his arrival, a
massive US air-raid, Operation Hailstone, had destroyed the islands and their
food supply, along with 270 aircraft and
45 ships. As a result, for some two
years Kaneko mainly fought against
starvation — though he also experienced
both air-raids and gun battles.
Along with a few other officers, he
was put in charge of food distribution.
43

As the leader of a construction unit
consisting of the poor, conscripts
and criminals (including ex-prisoners,
yakuza, and Korean workers) who were
at the very bottom of the hierarchal
military structure, he was forced by
circumstances to face the starvation and
death of his fellows; experiences which
have deeply marked his life and art.
With the Japanese defeat, Kaneko
was interned in a US Marine POW
camp on Truk Island, where for fifteen
months he constructed air strips for
the American forces. When the time
came to return to Japan, he burned his
diary, though was able to carry some
of his haiku works in a soap box,
inconspicuous enough to pass through
military inspections. Due to these circumstances, Kaneko’s wartime haiku
alone have become significant cultural
artifacts.
Notes to this section are found on
pages 123-131.
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空

air-raid
襲
           		      the single well-sharpened
よ
		
pencil

kūshū
yoku togatta enpitsu ga ippon

魚
雷
の
丸
胴
蜥
蜴
這
い
廻
り
て
去
り
ぬ

く
と
が
っ
た
鉛
筆
が
一
本

gyorai no marudō tokage haimawarite sarinu

around the curved torso
         	       of a torpedo the lizard
crawls
				
goes
45

疲
れ
且
つ
戦
い

壕
に
gō ni neshi hitoyo no rashin fuki ni fuku 寝
し
ひ
と
夜
の
nights in a foxhole
裸
身
night: my body naked
拭
wiping & wiping
き
に
拭
く

wearying and fighting

仏
		
hibiscus cherished
桑
花
を
tsukare katsu tatakai bussōge wo aisu
愛
す
46

床
の
蟻 toko no ari madowaba madoe netsu o yamu
惑
わ
ば
惑
ant on the floor
え
be delirious if you dare
熱
plagued by fever
を
病
む

大
き
ōki hobune kawaya no mado ni tsuki hitoyo 帆
船
厠
の
窓
in a large sailboat
に
from the toilet window
月
a night of moon
ひ
と
夜
47

紅
雀
偽
装 benisuzume gisōchitai ni kiwayaka ni
地
帯
に
a strawberry finch
き
alights on camouflage
わ
vivid
や
か
キ
に
ャ
ッ
サ
バ
林
軍
靴
cassava forest –
を
lit up army boots
照
ら
the edge of fire
す
火
の
kyassaba-rin gun’ka wo terasu hi no hate ni
果
て
に
48

パ
ン
beneath a torch of breadfruit
の
a letter turns blue
実
opens
の
灯
火
を
pan no mi no tōka wo ete aoshi tegami aku
得
て
青
し
手
紙
開
く

被
弾
の
パ
ン
の
樹
島
民 hidan no pan no ki tōmin no akago naku atari
の
赤
子
泣
bombed breadfruit tree –
く
somewhere about
あ
an infant islander cries
た
り
49

樹
下
の
juka no hakubo ni gitâ no seinen umi odorase
薄
暮
に
ギ
dusk under the tree
タ
a youth with a guitar
|
makes the ocean dance
の
青
年
海
若
踊
き
ら
わ
せ
が
眼
前
銃 wakaki wa ga ganzen jūgeki ni hikitsuru hei
撃
に

before my youthful eyes a soldier twitches away
ひ

き
		   gunfire
つ
る
兵

50

共
に
浮
tomo ni ukabu kanū no uta to bakushi no sakana
か
ぶ
カ
ヌ
|
の
唄
floating together
と
songs from canoes and
爆
dead fish bombed
死
ス
の
パ
魚
イ
の
名
の
as a spy a native
土
民

			           struck down at the shore
海
際
で
supai no na no domin umigiwa de utaru
打
た
る
51

な
ま
こ
の namako no remon de mitasu asahi no naka no kiga
レ
モ
ン
で
満
た
す
filling up on
朝
sea cucumber with lemon –
日
starvation at sunrise
の
な
飢
か
え
の
る
飢
島
餓
島
わ
ueru shimajima ware kaijō ni tai migaki れ
海
上
starved islands –
に
体
I polish my body
磨
on the ocean
き
52

殺
り
く
satsuriku sarezu izumi ni utsusu domin no jōji さ
れ
ず
away from slaughter
泉
the image reflects in a spring;
に
映
native love affair
す
土
捕
民
わ
の
れ
情
の
事
パ
イ
ロ
ッ
ト

a captured pilot
                slim waist without a pistol
拳
銃
の
な
い toraware no pairotto kenjū no nai hosogoshi
細
腰
53

fujō senu senkan konpeki to iubeki hibi 浮
no longer floating, the battleship

上
せ
ぬ
戦
艦

                              days as azure
紺
碧
と
い
う
べ
き
日
日

珊
瑚
の
海
へ
餓
死
者
を
into the coral sea the starved dead
埋
む
	   buried over buried over
ぞ
く
ぞ
く
埋
む sango no umi e gashisha wo uzumu zokuzoku uzumu
54

bakugeki no akahage no waga seishun no tōsho 爆
撃
の
赤
禿
げ
の
わ
が
青
春
の
島
嶼

bombed
red-bald
islets of my
green youth
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Four haiku at the time of

椰
子
の yashi no oka asayake shiruki hibi nariki
丘
朝
焼
し
る
hill of palm
き
glow of sunrise white –
日
these days
日
な
り
ス
き
コ
ー
ル
の
雲
か
sukōru no kumo kano hoshi wo kakuseshi mama の
星
を
隠
せ
squall clouds that star hidden even now し
ま
ま
56

Japan’s surrender, August 15, 1945

湧
く
waku kumogumo onore shiseshime kami wo sutemu 雲
雲
お
の
れ
死
rising cloud upon cloud
せ
myself to be killed
し
to abandon all gods
め
海
神
に
を
青
捨
雲
て
生
む
き
死
on the sea blue clouds wordless
に
言
as to life or death
わ
ず
only to live
生
き
ん
と umi ni aogumo ikishini iwazu ikin to nomi
の
み
57

As a POW: Three Haiku

あ
lying on my back
お
there, the moon:
向
     one moon
き
し
と
き
月
あ
り aomuki shi toki tsuki arinu hitotsu no tsuki
ぬ
一
つ
の
月
58

葦
の
穂
ashi no ho ya kassōro kageri warera kaeru
や
滑
走
路
昃
eared reeds –
り
the landing strip turns dark
吾
we return
等
帰
愚
る
に
近
き
日
日
nearly idiotic days
や

bananas ripen deep

バ
ナ
ナ
は
gu ni chikaki hibi ya banana wa irozuki te 色
づ
き
て
59

On release as a POW,

北
returning to Japan: two haiku
へ
帰
る
kita e kaeru sensō kumo fushi kumo yuku nado
船
窓
雲
伏
し
the ship window returns
雲
to north, clouds bow down
行
clouds move on, but
く
水
な
脈
ど
の
果
て
炎
天
the disappearing wake –
の
leaving behind the scorched fire
墓
of unmarked graves
碑
を
置
き
mio no hate enten no bohi wo oki te saru て
去
る
60

Section 3
Repatriation and
early postwar experience,
1946 – 1957
Major events include the development of ideas relating to “Social
Consciousness” (shakaisei) and haiku;
Workers’ Union activities; the Red
Purge; relocations to Tokyo, Fukushima,
and Kobe.
Returning home, Kaneko faced the
burned ground of defeated postwar
Japan. Traditional Japanese literary
genres such as haiku and tanka were
accused of being “second class art”
(the title of a notable essay on the
topic), in that they had been unable
to stop or otherwise affect the war.
Opposing such critics, Kaneko, contemplating the relevance and role of
haiku and society, pioneered a new
approach involving ideas of social
61

consciousness/awareness (shakaisei), in
relation to the poet’s stance (taido).
He joined the Workers’ Union of the
Bank of Japan, and acted as its fulltime
executive officer. In 1950 (the year of
the outbreak of the Korean War and
onset of the Cold War), he became a
victim of the Red Purge.
At the bank, he was forced to sign
a document which would allow him to
be fired without warning at any time.
He was then summarily banished
from Tokyo, and sent to Fukushima,
a backwater in the north (1950-52).
He later moved to Kobe, and became
involved in the Kansai (Osaka area)
haiku movement.
In 1954, he was deeply affected
by the ongoing American H-bomb
tests on Bikini Atoll, the treatment
of indigenous islanders, and incidents
resulting in the irradiation of Japanese
fishermen. In that same year, he advanced his concept of “stance” (taido)
in what has now become a celebrated
62

maxim: “Concerns of social consciousness have to do with the issue of an
author’s stance.” His avocation of
“social consciousness” vis-à-vis haiku
caused great controversy; it was also
at this time he made a commitment to
devote his life to haiku.
Notes to this section are found on
pages 133-143.
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Tokyo, 1947–1950

墓
地
も
bochi mo yakeato semi nikuhen no goto kigi ni
焼
跡
蝉
肉
片
graveyard too burned
の
cicadas like pieces of meat
ご
in the trees
と
樹
樹
死
に
に
し
骨 shinishi hone wa umi ni sutsu beshi takuan kamu
は
海
に
捨
つ
bones of the dead
べ
し
throw them into the sea!
沢
chewing pickled daikon
庵
噛
む
65

霜
の
shimo no hasonsha ranri migomoru imo ni 破
損
車
乱
離
身
frosted trains
ご
broken and shattered –
も
for my pregnant sister
る
妹
霧
に
の
車
窓
を
広
misted train windows
島
pass through Hiroshima –
走
a woman’s cry
せ
過
ぐ
女
声
kiri no shasō wo Hiroshima hase sugu josei wo age
を
挙
げ
66

野
心
も
also ambition toward autumn
秋
     flame of a match
へ
              pressed into a finger
マ
ッ
チ
の
焔 yashin mo aki e macchi no honō yubi ni semari
指
に
迫
り

虫
の
夜
mushi no yoru kinzokuon ga nodo wo sasu
金
属
音
が
a night of crickets –
喉
a metallic noise
を
pierces my throat
刺
す
67

Fukushima, 1950–1952

薄
明
に
倒
at the far edge of twilight
れ
fallen trees dance in
木
shallow sleep
躍
る
浅
hakumei ni taoregi odoru asaki nemuri
き
眠
罌
り
粟
よ
り
あ
ら
わ
少
keshi yori arawa shōnen wo shi ni shiita jiki
年
を
死
に
強
opium poppies; more obvious
い
		
the forced death
た
of young men in season
時
期
68

熊
蜂
と
kumanbachi tobedo numa no aoiro wo nukekirezu べ
ど
沼
の
a carpenter bee overflies
青
the green of swamp –
色
cannot cross
を
抜
け
き
奴
れ
隷
ず
の
自
由
と
い
the words “freedom of slaves”
う
the winter egg on a dish
語
becomes clear
寒
卵
皿
dorei no jiyū to iu go kantamago sara ni sumi
に
澄
み
69

子
の
ko no tame ni chi no tentomushi hoshi totonō 為
に
地
の
て
for a child
ん
a ladybug on the earth
と
fixes its spots
虫
斑
整
裏
う
庭
蒼
い

backyard cobalt blue the bank’s twilight

銀
行
                                    taking it home
の
夕
暮
れ
を
持
uraniwa aoi ginkō no yūgure wo mochikaeru
ち
帰
る
70

「朝
日
の
“asahi no moto de yome” to iu shi wo kogarashi ni
も
と
で
“read this in the morning sun”
読
the poem
め」
into the winter wind
と
い
う
詩
を
木
歌
枯
い
に
ま
く
る
utaimakuru yakigo no uta ni ginkan nobu
炭
子
の
唄
に
charcoal maker on a singing spree
銀
toward the song
漢
the milky way reaching
伸
ぶ
71

雪
山
の yukiyama no mukō no yokaji haha naki tsuma
向
こ
う
の
夜
beyond the snowy mountains
火
night fires
事
my motherless wife
母
な
き
妻
暗
闇
の
下
in darkness
山
descending a mountain
く
thickening my lips
ち
び
る
を
kurayami no gezan kuchibiru wo buatsuku shi ぶ
厚
く
し
72

Kobe, 1952–1957

電
線
ひ
ら
め
power lines sparking the night –
く
the death of Kuboyama
夜
engraved
空
久
保
山
densen hirameku yozora kuboyama no shi wo kizamu の
死
を
刻
む
屋
上 okujō ni sentaku no tsuma kūbo umi ni
に
洗
濯
の
		
in the loft
妻
my wife does the laundry –
空
		
on the sea
母
the aircraft carrier
海
に
73

冷
く
驕
tsumetaku kyōsha na rui no kuchibe ni 奢
nihon no chiri
な
ル
イ
encompassing the arctic pride の
唇
of Louis XIV’s lips –
辺
に
dust of Japan
日
本
の
夜
塵
の
果
汁
喉
yo no kajū nodo de sū nihon rettō wakashi
で
吸
う
日
night juice
本
throat sucks   Japan’s islands
列
			  juvenescent
島
若
し
74

も
ま
れ momare tadayō wankō no mushiro yo no zōsen
漂
う
湾
tossing and floating
口
at the mouth of the bay
の
筵
a straw mat –
夜
白
の
shipyard of night
い
造
人
船
影
は
る
ば
る
white outline of a man
田
on and on through the rice
を
ゆ
never to disappear
く
消
え
ぬ
shiroi hitokage harubaru ta wo yuku kienu tame ni
た
め
に
75

港
に
雪
minato ni yuki furi ginkōin mo shiroku kaeru
ふ
り
銀
行
員
snow at the harbor –
も
a bank clerk too comes home
白
in white
く
帰
る
遠
い
日
tōi hinata wo tsuma ga yokogiri ware nemuru 向
を
妻
が
横
distant
切
my wife crosses in the sun –
り
I fall into sleep
わ
れ
眠
る
76

山
上
の
sanjō no tsuma hakuhō no kamotsusen
妻
白
泡
の
貨
at the mountain top
物
my wife: white spumes
船
of a cargo ship
独
り
子
と
海 hitorigo to umibe no igyō na biru no ne ni
辺
の
異
形
with my only begotten
な
deformed roots of buildings
ビ
off the seashore
ル
の
根
に
77

豹
が
hyō ga suki na ko muchū no shiroi sengu 好
き
な
子
霧
leopards: a child’s infatuation:
中
within mist a ship’s rigging in white
の
白
い
船
船
員
具
等
セ
ロ
リ
ship crews
食
eat celery
う
白
white heat of the sun
熱
toward the sea
の
陽
と
な
sen’in ra serori kū hakunetsu no hi to naru umi e
る
海
に
78

濃
霧
deep fog at noon –
の
toward quiet men the shadow
真
of a ship
昼
静
か
な
nōmu no mahiru shizuka na hitora ni waku sen’ei
人
等
に
湧
く
船
影
強
し
青
tsuyoshi seinen higata ni tamanegi kusaru hi mo 年
干
潟
に
玉
葱
a muscular young man
腐
in tideland, on a day of onions
る
rotting too
日
も
79

青
年
と seinen to shepâdo kiri furu imin no oki
シ
ェ
パ
ー
ド
young men
霧
ふ
and a German shepherd, fog settles
る
in a sea of migrants
移
民
の
沖
荒
れ
る
陸
on stormy ground
に
the broken vessel of a pool
損
placed
傷
プ
ー
ル
areru oka ni sonshō pūru wo oki
を
置
き
80

青
年
seinen shika wo aiseri arashi no shamen nite 鹿
を
愛
a young man, a deer, beloved
せ
り

                          rainstorm on a ridgeline
嵐
の
斜
面
に
て

人
生
冴
え
て jinsei saete yōchien yori shinya no kyoku
幼
稚
園
よ
り
life, bitter clear
深
as from kindergarten
夜
a midnight song
の
曲
81

gin

kōi

銀
行
sa y
he
ori
mo
員
kei
rni
kō
等
ng
su i
ban
k
朝
an
kc
og
ler
oto よ
ks
ku り
glo
win
螢
g fl
uo
res 光
cen す

int
ot

原
爆
許
す
ま
じ
蟹
か
つ
か
つ
と
瓦
礫
あ
ゆ
む

nr
aa

ta

ss

烏
賊
の
ご
と
く

never, atomic bomb never –
a crab crawls click, click
over rubble
genbaku yurusu maji kani
katsukatsu to gareki ayumu
82

qu

id

原
爆
の genbaku no machi teiden no ringo tsukamu
街
停
電
の
A-bomb town:
林
an electric-blackout apple
檎
grabbed
つ
か
む

daw
thr n br
de ust i eaks
asa
ath nto
haj
of
t
im
a g he o
aru
u
ll cean
um
ie
tsu
kko
mu
kam
om
en
o sh

i

83

朝
は
じ
ま
る
海
へ
突
込
む
鴎
の
死
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Section 4
Post atomic-bomb,
and the fallout,
1958 – 1960
In January 1958, Kaneko moved
to Nagasaki. Though thirteen years
had passed since the atomic bombing,
the city remained severely damaged.
In sympathy with the victims of the
bomb, and also with the historical
persecution of “hidden Christians”
(kakure kirishitan), Kaneko composed
haiku drawing on these themes. It was
at this time that literary critics came to
recognize him as an avant-garde (zen’ei)
haiku poet. While some zen’ei poets
pursued radical artistic expression in
an abstract manner, Kaneko took an
altogether pioneering approach, both
in his philosophy and works of “social
consciousness,” based on “the language
of the body” — a visceral physicality
85

(discussed in the first two volumes of
this series).
In 1960, Kaneko returned to Tokyo,
a significant year in postwar Japanese
history: the Ampo protest movement,
the largest civil movement of postwar
Japan occurred. It was a protest against
the first Japan-US Security Pact. Soon
after Kaneko’s arrival, a student named
Kanba Michiko died at the gate of
the Diet, during the height of the
main demonstration. He attended her
funeral, held in Hibiya Park. Kaneko
composed a series of notable haiku
concerning this incident, as well as
others. Following the Ampo protests,
as a result of the failure of the civil
movement, Japanese culture inclined
towards conservative values.
From the end of 1960, Kaneko
began to address a new challenge: how
to retain the essential, radical spirit
of gendai haiku, and as well, how to
flourish as a human being, and artist,
in less than idealistic times (the years
86

1961-present will be covered in the final
volume of this series).
Notes to this section are found on
pages 145-159.
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Nagasaki, 1958–1960

華
麗
kareina hakahara join arawa ni mura nemuri な
墓
原
女
陰
splendid field of gravestones
あ
labia uncovered
ら
わ
the village sleeps
に
村
眠
り
湾
曲
し
火
among the twisted and charred
傷
し
		 marathon at
爆
             	      Ground Zero
心
地
の
マ
wankyoku shi kashō shi bakushinchi no marason
ラ
ソ
ン
89

何
処
dokoka to ga hatameku keroido no minato か
扉
が
は
た
め
somewhere a door
く
slams shut; harbor
ケ
of keloid scars
ロ
イ
ド
の
手
港
術
後
の
医
師
a doctor after surgery
白
becomes a swan
鳥
hills of night
と
な
る
shujutugo no ishi hakuchō to naru yoru no oka
夜
の
丘
90

山
上
の
through a graveyard
墓
on a mountaintop
原
cursing heaven
を
ゆ
く
天
sanjō no hakahara o yuku ten o soshiri
を
誹
り

岬
に
集
misaki ni
る
atsumaru mugon no chō chin fumie no machi
無
言
の
提
灯
on the cape
踏
lanterns of silence gather –
絵
a village of fumie
の
町
91

殉
教
の junkyō no shima hakumei ni sabiyuku ono
島
薄
明
に
island of martyrdom –
錆
in twilight
び
ゆ
a rusting ax
く
斧
青
濁
の
沼
あ
り
seidaku no numa arishi ka kirishitan keijo し
か
キ
リ
シ
was it a murky green swamp
タ
this execution ground
ン
of secret Christians
刑
場
92

青
く
aoku nagareru neko ga bokei no keishi no oka 流
れ
る
猫
が
green flowing cat
暮
in deep twilight
景
の
hill of the executed
陽
刑
あ
死
た
の
る
丘
階
へ
被
災
の
ご
hi no ataru kai e hisai no gotoki misa no owari
と
き
ミ
サ
toward steps in the sun
の
as if suffering from disaster
終
Mass finishes
わ
り
93

司
教
に
shikyō ni aru sōhaku no oka hayate no tori
あ
る
蒼
白
cathedral
の
on a pale blue hill
丘
bird of whirlwinds
疾
風
の
鳥
冬
森
を
管
楽
through winter woods
器
a brass band passes, libertine
ゆ
as if
く
蕩
児
の fuyu mori wo kangakki yuku toji no goto
ご
と
94

森
の
終
mori no owari ni hei ni tama utsu shōnen ite
わ
り
に
塀
at forest’s end
に
hitting a ball against a wall
球
a boy
打
つ
少
年
い
て
有
明
海
よ
鋭
Ariake Bay –
敏
my keen wife assaulted
な
by a thatched house
妻
を
藁
ariake yo eibin na tsuma wo waraya osō 屋
襲
う
95

雨
滴
の uteki no mado uteki bakari no kimira no kao
窓
雨
滴
ば
か
り
の

window raindrops only raindrops faces of friends
君
ら
の
顔

夜
々
俺
の
ド
ア
yoyo ore no doa tataku keroido no kareki 叩
く
ケ
ロ
night after night
イ
at my door knocking
ド
の
dead trees of keloid
枯
木
96

航
路
に
on the boat’s course
浮
bobbing our apples
く
sparkle unending
わ
れ
ら
kōro ni uku warera no ringo kagayaki yamanu の
林
檎
輝
き
貧
や
農
ま
昇
ぬ
天
キ
リ
ascension of a penurious peasant
ス
paler blue than Christ
ト
into soil
よ
り
も
蒼 hin’nō shōten kirisuto yori mo aoi tsuchi e
い
土
へ
97

鴉
群
karasu mureru higata e oyoginuku shōjo れ
る
干
潟
へ
crows crowd
泳
toward the tide flats a girl
ぎ
finishes her swim
抜
く
少
女
男
根
も
魚
も
汚
れ
て
使
徒
の
子
孫

ana

o
yog
o
m

o

hit

es
ret

ison

sh
no

es
lso
stl
a
o
p
d
m
a
sh le
on
o fi e soi ng of
k
s
n
l
a
i
da
nis ecom ffspr
e
p
b
o
        
                
k
o sa
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鳥
だ
ら
け
と
な
る
密
教
の
島
異
端
の
俺

ism
dh
d
re
u
oo
cb s
i
n
r
n
nt rd
ita
a
f ta th bi
o
im
nd wi
o sh
n
isla dled ic
yō
ikk
rid eret
m
I, h
aru
n
o
t
ake
r
a
id
tor

夜
の
航
路
武
器
night sea trip
の
as if a weapon
ご
holding a banana
と
く
に
バ
ナ
yoru no kōro buki no gotoku ni banana mochi
ナ
持
ち
99

肉
を
喰
niku wo kū no no kyōen no tsuma aware
う
野
の
饗
meat devoured
宴
in feast, of wilderness
の
my wife aware
妻
あ
わ
れ

果樹園がシャツ一枚の 俺の孤島

fruit orchard only one shirt

100

黒
い
kuroi sakurajima oreta jūtei umi wo hashiri 桜
島
折
れ
た
Sakurajima volcano black:
銃
a broken gun stock
底
rides on the sea
海
を
走
り

kajuen ga shatsu ichimai no ore no kotō
on my solitary island
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デ
モ
流
demo nagareru demo giseisha wo kai ni nekase
れ
る
デ
モ
犠 the demonstration flows
牲
serpentine
者 				
を 		 demo victim
階
に
laid on the steps
寝
か
せ
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Notes to the Haiku

1. Student days,
1937 – January, 1944
2. War and wartime experience,
1944 – 1946
3. Repatriation and early postwar experiences,
1946 – 1957
4. Post-atomic bomb, and the fallout,
1958 – 1960
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Section 1
Student days,
1937 – January, 1944
1. “white plum blossoms” (p. 27)
kigo: hakubai (白梅) white plum blossoms;
Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Kaneko Tohta’s first haiku,
composed at age 18, 1937. The flower
hakubai can represent “no desire”; the Blue
Cliff Record (circa 1125 CE, a Chan Buddhist
text of koans), contains a verse which has
become a familiar Zen saying,
百花誰が為にか開く
hyakka taga tame ni ka hiraku
For whom do one hundred flowers bloom?
This haiku exhibits a sense of naturalness,
and is neither rhetorical nor explanatory in
manner. As such the style seems indicative
of Kaneko’s later career. Kaneko began
writing haiku due to his connection with
Idesawa Santarō (a.k.a. Idesawa Santa (19171985), his senior friend (senpai), while at
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Mito High School. Idesawa was the brother
of the celebrated novelist Hoshi Shin’ichi).
Idesawa founded the Mito High School
Haiku Circle, which Kaneko joined. Later,
Idesawa entered Tokyo Imperial University
(the Faculty of Economics). After his
military recruitment, he became an officer
in the Hiroshima District. Following the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima, he rescued
victims, recovered bodies, and suffered
radiation exposure.      
2. “just as the babble” (p. 27)
kigo: mugi (麦), barley; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1938.
3. “into every day’s silence” (p. 28)
kigo: mugi (麦), barley; Summer.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in 1938.
4. “everyone holds” (p. 28)
kigo: budō no mi (葡萄の実), grapes; Autumn.
Meter: 5-9-4. Composed in 1940. kaidan
(快談), lit.; pleasant conversation; yet for
the reader indicative (with different kanji):
ghost stories, strange tales. Lafcadio Hearn
used “kwaidan,” which is an older (and/or
dialect) pronunciation. The image: holding
a bunch of grapes in one hand, a lantern in
the other.
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5. “marries a daughter” (p. 29)
kigo: sanma (秋 刀 魚 ), mackerel pike;
Autumn.
Meter: 7-9-5. Composed in 1940. “sanma
(秋刀魚)”: a small, inexpensive, thin, silver
fish, grilled and eaten whole. The three
kanji for sanma are: “autumn + sword +
fish.” Due to the oil in the fish, a fair
amount of smoke appears when cooked.
This fish is related to ordinary family life
and shared meals. “Sobs” is interpretive
here — literally, muse te iru means “chokes
or coughs.” In the Japanese-haiku context,
the use of “sobs” would be too direct, as an
external behavior — though the feeling is
inferred by the text as internal experience.
6. “cloudy city” (p. 29)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-5. Composed in 1940. donjitsu
(曇日), (a cloudy day) — as sound, creates
an uncomfortable or unfavorable mood or
atmosphere.
7.“autumn breeze” (p. 30)
kigo: shūfūri (秋風裡), autumn breeze;
Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-9. Composed in 1940. At
this time Kaneko was attending Mito
High School (now Ibaraki University), a
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prestigious school in the old education
system, equivalent to a university course of
study; Kaneko was age 21 in 1940. “megane
ni au (glasses (to) meet)” is an unusual
collocation, as usually “au” is applied to
persons, not things.
8. within a moth’s eye (p. 30)
kigo: ga (蛾), moth; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1940. “manako
(眼)”: open eye(s) (reminding of the large,
open innocent eyes of a child); Kaneko
wrote a number of haiku in praise of
moths (as opposed to the more traditional
butterfly). The moth is rarely a poetic
subject, and if so, usually appears in a
negative connotation, in traditional haiku.
shakkō (赤光) is found in the Amitabha
Sutra, and in the first tanka anthology
written by Saitō Mokichi (a celebrated
work, published in 1913), which strongly
influenced the world of tanka poetry, as
well as the larger literary world, due to its
novel romantic style. In his series on the
death of his mother, Saitō describes the
cremation, in particular its red fire, the
redness of the flames, and the connection
with death. A tanka from Shakkō:
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星のゐる夜ぞらのもとに赤赤とははそは
の母は燃えゆきにけり
ho shi no iru yozora no moto ni aka aka to
hahasoha no haha wa moe yuki ni keri
stars exist
the night sky
below it – red, red
my mother
burning
Mokichi emphasized subjectivity in shasei
composition. His celebrated definition
of shasei: “To compose on nature is to
project nature-life toward nature. It is
Naturbeseelung (German). . . . To perform
‘shasei nature’ — is to sketch one’s own life.”
(1916; in The Collected Works of Saitō Mokichi
(Saitō Mokichi shu) Kadokawa Shoten, 1970,
p. 39). In Mokichi’s understanding, shasei
is not always objective. The pursuit of
his own shasei followed the publication of
Shakkō, though this same philosophical
approach is evident in his prior works as
well. The young Kaneko studied Mokichi’s
subjective approach and expression.
9. “leaving Fuji behind” (p. 31)
kigo: hiyake (日焼け), suntan; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5; Composed on Mt. Fuji, 1941.
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This haiku was written when Kaneko
visited a military training camp at Mt. Fuji,
as a university classroom activity. Dual
interpretations of Fuji here, which can be
taken as a real place, or metonomically,
symbolically; wristwatch as technos; modern
versus traditional interpretation. “ude no
tokei” indicates duration of life; a/the poet’s
lifetime. Kaneko writes that when he
became a POW his watch was “robbed”
by the Marines — at the time a wristwatch
was an expensive item, so it was likely the
watch mentioned in this haiku).
10. “discovering a tardy boy” (p. 31)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1941. Notable
here, these animals are in the school
locale — do the animals exclaim, noticing a
tardy boy? Or, are they themselves “tardy”?
A humorous work, reminiscent of Issa.
Published in the pages of the renowned
New Rising Haiku journal, Dojō. In 1939,
Kaneko met Shimada Seihō, leader of the
Dojō circle, and joined the group. By 1941,
the Japanese Secret Police (Tokkō) had
arrested a number of leading members of
progressive haiku groups. As Kaneko was
not a leading member, he remained free.
In the serial arrests, 46 haiku poets were
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incarcerated (cf. Ito Yuki, “New Rising
Haiku: The Evolution of Modern Japanese
Haiku and the Haiku Persecution Incidents”
( “g e n d a i h a i k u . c o m / i t o / n e w- r i s i n g haiku.htm”). Due to the gag law in place
during the wartime period, Kaneko did not
learn of these incidents until after the war.
11. “for news of death” (p. 32)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1941, published
in the New Rising Haiku journal, Dojō.
12. “swaying a hand which killed a chicken” (p. 32)
kigo: ochibamichi (落葉道), a road of withered
leaves; Winter.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in 1941, published
in Dojō.
13. “autumn hair” (p. 33)
kigo: konohagami (木葉髪), wood-leaves-hair
(autumn hair/hair falling out); Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in 1941, published
in Dojō. In this notable haiku, against
family wishes, Kaneko has chosen not to
follow the patriarchal family tradition.
In Mito High School his major was
Humanities in German (Humanities Type B
(Bunka otsurui)) so, it remained possible
for him to enter the medical faculty of
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Tokyo Imperial University (as German
was a required prerequisite for the Faculty
of Medicine, and highly esteemed at the
time). His father strongly desired that
he enter the medical faculty, rather than
Kaneko’s choice of Economics. Within the
Economics faculty, he befriended many
haiku compatriots.
14. “by flashlight” (p. 33)
kigo: fuyuki (冬木), winter trees; Winter.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in 1941.
15. “winter sea” (p. 34)
kigo: fuyu no umi (冬の海), winter sea;
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1941. gurasu mizu
wo moru “a glass pours water” is a unique
collocation. The haiku can also be read:
“winter sea getting dark.” Likewise, as if
pouring water from winter sea into a glass.
It is likely that Kaneko was also aware of
the epoch-making lines of poet Tachihara
Michizō, who wrote in his Saffron (1932; at
age 18): koppu ni ippai no umi ga aru / musume
san tachi ga oyoi de iru (lit. “there is a cup
(glass) of sea / (in which) young girls are
swimming”), which had earlier presented
similar novel phrasal collocations.
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16. “a private’s insignia” (p. 34)
kigo: no-season
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in 1940-42. Here
“umi” (湖), is read for “mizu umi,” lake or
sea; near Mt. Fuji are five lakes; this was
an area where Kaneko underwent military
training. This haiku may reflect his inner
world (anger?).
17. “a boy’s absent-mindedness” (p. 35)
kigo: negibata(ke) (葱畑), a leek field; Winter.
Meter: 5-9-5. Composed in 1940-42.
18. “foggy night” (p. 35)
kigo: kiri (霧), haze; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1942. ayumu,
treads — lends an anthropomorphic feeling.
19. “a red ant crawls” (p. 36)
kigo: aka-ari (赤蟻), red ant; Summer.
Meter: 6-12 (rhythmic enjambment, a form
of kumatagari). Composed, 1940-43. Red
and black indicates blasted earth. “hitotsu
no” usually means “only one, something
very special,” but here the specialness
remains unknown. Unusually, there are two
verbs in this haiku: “crawls” and “picking
up.” Red relates to the power of the
volcano, of fire. There is a sense of parallel
activity: ordinary moments contrasting
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with the wilderness of blasted earth. A
vertical dimension is also presented: microto-macrocosm; earthly-to-heavenly.
20. “spider lily” (p. 36)
kigo: manjushage (曼珠沙華), spider lily;
Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-5; Composed in Chichibu,
1942. One of Kaneko’s signature haiku;
Chichibu is the hometown of the Kaneko
family. The spider lily is a very pure red,
while by contrast, there is likewise the
image of impoverished, barefooted kids
in the pre-war era, with little in the way
of clothing or possessions. “manjushage”
is an eloquent term, conveying perhaps a
poetic rarity, versus the more typical and
familiar “higanbana.” The pronunciation
“manjushage” is from the Sanskrit
“manjushaka”: this flower of the Buddhist
Pure Land appears in the Lotus Sutra
(Saddharma Pundarika Sutra).
This flower has poison in its roots.
For this reason, people used to plant it
around graves in order to keep the bodies
safe from animals that would otherwise
dig them up. (Until the Meiji era, burial
had been the common practice, rather
than cremation.) Additionally, peasants
used to plant manjushage around rice fields,
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in order to ward off moles, and its roots
were also stored. In feudal Japan, peasants
were forced to cede nearly unsupportable
amounts of their harvest as tax to the
ruling government/clan. The flower’s roots
were however exempted from the tax, as
they were toxic. When famine occurred,
villagers neutralized the poison and ate
the roots, thus managing to survive. These
roots were as well utilized as food during
wartime. Therefore, the flower’s image is
associated with the rural scenery of Japan,
and its connotation varies: a blessed vision
in Buddhism, death and starvation, etc.
The phrase “every kid shows their belly”
evokes the image of hotei (Budai), the
deity of happiness, prevalent in East Asian
cultures, which is also found in several
versions of Buddhism. On the other hand,
the same phrase can be associated with
starving children; as a result, this haiku
incorporates contrary meanings. In order
to compose this haiku, Kaneko must have
returned from Mito High School, in Tokyo.
It may be said that Kaneko’s heart lies
with the countryside — atypical for haiku
composition — which is traditionally a
Tokyo-Kansai-centric (Kanto-Kansai) art
form. Showing their bellies: playful and yet
uncivilized, in contrast to the more typical
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image of a cosmopolitan child; innocence,
free spirit. Showing their belly: carefree.
The haiku poet Katō Shūson comments
on this haiku, in the “Chronology” section
(see “1942”).
21. “lantern-festival full moon” (p. 37)
kigo: bon no tsuki (盆の月), August full moon;
Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed between 1940-43.
“bon” occurs in August (the full moon of
July in the Lunar calendar); a festival and
time-period to commemorate the dead,
and one’s ancestors. During this time it is
a cultural belief that dead souls return to
this world. So, families gather in ancestral
homes, inviting the souls with animal
figures made of vegetables: a cow made of
Japanese eggplant, a horse of cucumber, etc.
These are known as “shōrō uma” (horse(s) of
spirits). After the celebration, small ships
are crafted to send off the souls, which
then float away on the launched ships. This
finale to the ceremony is known as “shōrō
nagashi” (the floating away of spirits).
22. “autumn cicada” (p. 37)
kigo: higurashi (ひぐらし), autumn cicada;
Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-5．
Composed in 1942. From
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September (late summer) until midOctober, higurashi calls are typically heard
every day. The males call with a distinctive,
haunting, melancholy song, composed of
several types of varying melodies, piercing,
yet soft with varying dynamics, often
before sunrise, and they crescendo again
from twilight into dusk.
23. “the smell of hay” (p. 38)
kigo: hoshikusa (乾草), hay; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1942. “shimite” —
reminiscent of shimi’iru in Bashō’s notable
haiku: “quietude / penetrating rocks /
cicada’s shrill.” shimi’iru means “to be
absorbed into/within,” and so indicates
a subtle, nuanced sensibility of almost
unnoticeable permeation, a “blendinginto” in the action of the poetic image. As
such, “penetrating” may be too strong here,
yet does convey an atmosphere of eros,
sensed in the work.
24. “with a marrying sister” (p. 38)
kigo: kaeruda (蛙田), paddies of frogs; Spring.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in 1942.
25. “a charcoal burner’s face” (p. 39)
kigo: fuyuzare (冬ざれ), winter desolation;
Winter.
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Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1943. “fuyuzare”
the image of a pitted face; bleak wintery
scene, fields (as applied to/emulated by the
charcoal burner’s face).
26. “with wires” (p. 39)
kigo: yuki (雪), snow; Winter.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in 1943.
27. “of autumn wind” (p. 40)
kigo: akikaze (秋風), autumn wind; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in 1944. Kaneko
went to Chiba with his father, just prior to
recruitment. An autumn wind atmosphere
is a bit nostalgic; also can refer to things
lost, expectation of death, etc.; father’s
remembrance of past assignations; the
difficulty of “goodbye.”
28. “on a light bulb” (p. 40)
kigo: hina (雛), dolls; Spring.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1943. “hina”
Japanese dolls for the Dolls Festival or
Girl’s Day (March 3), based on the ancient
rite to purify the evil spirits of female
children. This haiku is a parody of the first
haiku of the Oku no hoso michi (Narrow Road
to the Deep North) of Bashō, written when
he took leave of his house:
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草の戸も住み替はる代よぞ雛の家
kusa no to mo sumikawaru yo zo hina no ie
even a grass hut
changes its owners –
the house of dolls
In this haiku, Bashō emphasizes impermanence or change; Kaneko however offers
an aspect of permanence.
29. “lingering sound” (p. 41)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed between 1942-44.
“utsuro no” can be read as: false, imaginary,
empty,
void,
virtual,
non-existent.
Poetic rhythm, playful language; it is
difficult to capture a coherent image.
Triple readings here in relation to the
phrase: “utsuro no sōko”: “a warehouse of
emptiness”; “warehouse of non-reality”;
“(the warehouse which) does not exist in
memory or imagination.”’ Recalls Hosai’s:
“utsuro no kokoro ni me ga futatsu aite iru [in
my hollow heart are the holes of two eyes].”
“utsuro” is unusual for “empty, and points to
a spiritual meaning. “nokoru ne” remaining
sound — yet sound doesn’t “remain,” so the
sense is of a mental or psychological image.
Perhaps the “sōko (warehouse, storehouse)
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is then an imaginary thing (mind is utsuro,
vacant). Yet “soko ni tachi” means “there it
is,” so a strong disjunctive paradoxically is
presented here.
30. “winter without rain” (p. 41)
kigo: fuyu hideri (冬旱), winter drought;
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Written during college studies
of Naval accounting, 1943-44. Due to the
war, Kaneko was forced to graduate from
Tokyo Imperial University a half-year early.
He was then employed at the Bank of
Japan, but had to suspend his job in order
to enter the Naval Accounting School
(kaigun keiri gakkō). During wartime, the
Japanese Navy was in want of officers, so
the Navy recruited the graduates of higher
education as “short-term officers (tanki
geneki shikan).” They were trained at the
Naval Accounting School, and then sent to
the frontlines. The Navy stated that their
duty was “short-term,” meaning two or
three years, after which they would return
to their former jobs. However, in the final
phase of the war, they were to fight to the
end of the war. Of the “short-term officers,”
about 12% were killed in action.
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31. “winter sunlight” (p. 42)
kigo: tōjitsu (冬日), winter sunlight; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1943. The
published haiku was prefaced by this note:
“The late Andō Tsuguo was sent to the
frontlines of the war.” Andō Tsuguo (19192002) was a haiku poet.
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Section 2
War and
wartime experience,
1944 – 1946
32. “air-raid” (p. 45)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 4-15. Composed in the Truk Islands,
March, 1944. This haiku was written at the
time of Kaneko’s arrival on Truk Island,
two weeks after Operation Hailstone.
33. “around the curved torso” (p. 45)
kigo: tokage (蜥蜴) lizard; Summer.
Meter: 8-9-3. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45.
34. “nights in a foxhole” (p. 46)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Truk Islands,
1944-45.
35. “wearying and fighting” (p. 46)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-10-3. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45. “bussōge (hibiscus flower)”
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is dedicated to the dead in some areas of
Japan. The flower contains the kanji “仏”
(butsu; Buddha).
36. “ant on the floor” (p. 47)
kigo: ari (蟻) ant; Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Truk Islands,
1944-45.
37. “in a large sailboat” (p. 47)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45. “kawaya (厠)” is an archaic
word for toilet.
38. “a strawberry finch” (p. 48)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Truk Islands,
1944-45.
39. “cassava forest” (p. 48)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45. “Fire” (hi) may indicate
a conflagration caused by a flamethrower
(employed by both sides in the Pacific
combat), or some similar rampant blaze.
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40. “beneath a torch of breadfruit” (p. 49)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-9-5. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45.
41. “bombed breadfruit tree” (p. 49)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-9-5. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1944-45.
42. “dusk under the tree” (p. 50)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-6. Composition date unknown.
Published under the heading, “Recollections
of the Truk Islands: 11 Haiku” in Haiku
(Kadokawa, 1960), and later in Kaneko
Tohta kushū, (Kaze, 1961). Hereafter noted
as “Recollections.” The last phrase “umi
odorase” is an unusual collocation; hebi wo
odoraseru (lit. “to make a snake dance”) is
a snake charmer; kokoro wo odoraseru is
a common collocation meaning “to be
moved” (lit. “to make one’s heart dance”).
These nuances are unfortunately not wellindicated in English translation.
43. “before my youthful eyes” (p. 50)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-9-6. Published in “Recollections,”
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1960. As a point of composition, in this
haiku, the author seems to be the killer.
44. “floating together” (p. 51)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-7. Published in “Recollections,”
1960.
45. “as a spy a native” (p. 51)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 9-8. Published in “Recollections,”
1960. “domin (土民),” native, is these days
politically incorrect (viz, “savage”).
46. “filling up on” (p. 52)
kigo: namako (なまこ) sea cucumber; Season:
Winter.
Meter: 8-7-5. Published in “Recollections,”
1960. “sea cucumber with lemon (なまこ
のレモン)” is a unique collocation which
means literally “(the) sea cucumber’s
lemon” (which may indicate (a) bitterness,
or, a sour juice expelled from the flesh
when eaten). Research also indicates that
lemons were grown in the Truk Islands.
47. “starved islands” (p. 52)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-5. Published in “Recollections,”
1960. For migaki (polish), this image relates
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to kampumasatsu, the toweling of the body
to gain strength.
48. “away from slaughter” (p. 53)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-7. Published in “Recollections,”
1960.
49. “a captured pilot” (p. 53)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 10-11. Published in “Recollections,”
1960. “hosogoshi (細腰),” a slim waist; a
feminine image, usually associated with
women; also weakness: “cannot fight
anymore.”
50. “no longer floating, the battleship” (p. 54)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 9-11/5-9-6 (enjambment). Published
in “Recollections,” 1960.
51. “into the coral sea” (p. 54)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-7. Published in “Recollections,”
1960. For uzumu (buried), this always means
in the ground, earth. There are too many
bodies (zokuzoku, one after another/in rapid
succession), and too much starvation, for
burial on land.
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52. “bombed” (p. 55)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-5-7-3/5-5-10/5-7-8 (enjambment).
Published in “Recollections,” 1960. “Islets”
here, being a recollection, indicates the
Truk Islands (lit. “bomb’s red-bald’s my
(green) youth’s islets”). “Green youth”
seishun (lit. “blue spring,” an ancient term
for youth, and the freshness of youth(ful
things), originating in China).
Four haiku composed at the time of Japan’s surrender,
August 15, 1945
53. “hill of palm” (p. 56)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Truk Islands,
August 15, 1945. On this night, starving on
Truk Island, Kaneko and his friends had a
kind of party, drinking coconut-palm wine.  
54. “squall clouds” (p. 56)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-5-6/5-7-6. Composed in the Truk
Islands, August 15, 1945.
55. “rising cloud upon cloud” (p. 57)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in the Truk
Islands, August 16, 1945. For “kami (神)”:
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god/gods; divine (spirit(s)). The last two
phrases: onore shiseshime / kami wo sutemu
can be read in a paradoxical style: “by
killing yourself you will be (become) alive
(actually live)”; to cut even the dependence
of self upon self.
56. “on the sea blue clouds wordless” (p. 57)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in the Truk
Islands, August 16, 1945. For “blue clouds”
aogumo (青雲), this is usually pronounced
“seiun.” The term relates to an ancient
Chinese proverb, “seiun no kokorozashi,”
which indicates the ambition of youth.
This connotation may be reflected in the
title of Kaneko’s first haiku collection (in
which many of these early haiku appear):
Shōnen [Youth]. The proverb was also
employed to emblematize the youthful
spirit, ostensibly required to achieve the
rapid modernization of Japan, beginning
in the Meiji era (1868). However, this
“ambition” led the nation into repression,
war, and defeat. In this haiku, Kaneko as
a young man uses “aogumo,” but if we read
the kanji as “seiun,” it has these added ironic
connotations. On the other hand, reading
“aogumo,” blue clouds of real scenery are
indicated. Here, Kaneko seems to express
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his ambivalence concerning the defeat of
the ambitions of the Empire of Japan, as a
youthful (aspiring) nation; he observes the
fresh color of the present landscape — as
reality, through his own bodily experience
— and expresses it.
As a POW: Three haiku
57. “lying on my back” (p. 58)
kigo : tsuki (月), moon; Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1945-46.
58. “eared reeds” (p. 59)
kigo: ashi no ho (葦の穂), eared reeds;
Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in the Truk
Islands, 1945-46.
59. “nearly idiotic days” (p. 59)
kigo: banana (バナナ); Summer.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in the Truk Islands,
1945-46.
On release as a POW, returning to Japan: two haiku
60. “the ship window returns” (p. 60)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-8-6. Composed in November,
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1946, onboard the Kiri, a demobilized
destroyer. kumo fushi: one image of “clouds
bow down” is “to lie down (fushi)”; here,
the image of Japan’s surrender. kumo yuku:
“clouds move on”: Kaneko later wrote of
the many thoughts he had at this time,
contemplating what he might do to
establish a more positive experience of life,
as he spent days and nights peering out the
porthole window.
61. “the disappearing wake” (p. 60)
kigo: enten (炎天), burning heaven: Summer.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in November,
1946, onboard the Kiri. “mio (水脈)” a
ship’s wake; this compound additionally
connotes a “vein (artery) of water.” “enten
(炎天)” heat of the tropical islands;
additionally connotes “burning heaven.”
This haiku contains linguistic neologism,
original coinage, unusual language and
collocation.
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Section 3
Repatriation and
early postwar experience,
1946 – 1957
62. “graveyard too burned” (p. 65)
kigo: semi (蝉), cicada: Summer.
Meter: 7-12 (enjambment). Composed in
Tokyo, 1946.
63. “bones of the dead” (p. 65)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in Tokyo or
Chichibu, 1946. In 1946, Returning to
Japan, Kaneko located and purchased a
biography of Marx and Engels. Kaneko
comments in My Postwar Haiku History
(1985), that this haiku is based on the
following history: the body of Engels had
been cremated, rather than being housed
in a monument, which had been opposed,
and his ashes were then buried at sea. 沢庵
takuan, pickled daikon, is the most popular
of the tsukemono, pickled vegetables, often
eaten with meals. Yellow in color, chewing
takuan yields a distinctive crunch. “Takuan”
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is also the name of the legendary Zen
Buddhist priest.
64. “frosted trains” (p. 66)
kigo: shimo (霜), frost; Winter.
Meter: 10-7. Composed in Tokyo, 1947.
Kaneko’s younger sister had returned
pregnant from Pyongyang (Japan-occupied
North Korea). However, just after her
return to Tokyo, she had a miscarriage
(partly due to the hardship of the long
travel, and the cold winter). Regarding
this incident, Kaneko recalls the scenery
of Shinagawa station, filled with broken
trains covered in frost.  
65. “misted train windows” (p. 66)
kigo: kiri (霧), fog, mist; Autumn.
Meter: 7-8-6. Composed in Hiroshima,
1949. As a full-time administrative officer
in the Workers’ Union, Kaneko visited the
burned out post-atom-bomb Hiroshima
station. In front of the entrance, he saw a
beautiful woman standing for some time,
and gradually realized she was a street
prostitute. He was attracted to her. Then,
as she turned her face to him, he saw that
the side of her face which had been hidden
was horribly burned and scarred by A-bomb
radiation. He was startled and disturbed.
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On the train, running through the dark fog
of Hiroshima, the whistle seemed as if the
woman’s cry.
66. “also ambition toward autumn” (p. 67)
kigo: aki (秋), Autumn; Autumn.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed, 1949-50.
67. “a night of crickets” (p. 67)
kigo: mushi (虫), cricket (in this context);
Autumn.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in 1950. Composed
on the day Kaneko was “Red purged.”
Fukushima, 1950-1952
68. “at the far edge of twilight” (p. 68)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Fukushima,
1950-52.
69. “opium poppies; more obvious” (p. 68)
kigo: keshi (罌粟), opium poppies; Summer.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed on Mt. Iizuka, in
the Aizu area, Fukushima Prefecture, in 1951.
Regarding “the forced death / of young men
in season,” the location in which this haiku
was composed brings to mind a significant
historical event. In 1868, the Boshin War, a
civil war between the Edo Shogunate and
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the Meiji government, broke out. The Aizu
troop was formed of volunteer boys, and
was also known as Byakkotai (The troop of
“White Tiger”); they fought for the Edo
Shogunate. The Shogunate side retreated
to Wakamatsu Castle and were besieged.
When the boys observed the castle-town
from the mountain, a fire was seen. They
misunderstood that they had been defeated
and all committed suicide. This haiku is
associated not only with the historical
Byakkotai, but also with the youthful dead
of WW II.
70. “a carpenter bee overflies” (p. 69)
kigo: kumabachi (熊蜂), a carpenter bee;
Spring.
Meter: 7-8-5. Composed in Fukushima,
1950-52.
71. “the words ‘freedom of slaves’” (p. 69)
kigo: kantamago (寒卵), winter egg; Winter.
Meter: 11-10. Composed in Fukushima,
1950-52.
72. “for a child” (p. 70)
kigo: tentomushi (てんと虫), a ladybug;
Summer. Usually, it is known as tentōmushi.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed, 1950-52.
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73. “backyard cobalt blue” (p. 70)    
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-10-5. Composed in Fukushima,
1950-52.
74. “‘read this in the morning sun’” (p. 71)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 9-5-5. Composed in Fukushima,
1950-52. Quoted from Arthur Rimbaud’s
Letters. An acclaimed translation of the
Letters was published in 1951.
75. “charcoal maker on a singing spree” (p. 71)
kigo: ginkan, (銀漢), milky way; Autumn.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in Fukushima,
between 1950-52. ginkan, is an old term for
the milky way, whose kanji means “銀 silver
+ 漢 dry (waterless) river.”
76. “beyond the snowy mountains” (p. 72)
kigo: yukiyama (雪山), snow mountain(s);
Winter.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Fukushima,1952
(pub. 1953).
77. “in darkness” (p. 72)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in Fukushima,
1952.
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Kobe, 1952-1957
78. “power lines sparking the night” (p. 73)
kigo: no-season.
Meter:11-10. Composed in Kobe, 1954.
Kuboyama Aikichi was a victim of Bikini
Atoll H-Bomb experiment, on March 1,
1954. He was one of the crew of the tuna
fisher, Daigo Fukuryū Maru. The ship was
also damaged by the nuclear fallout from
the bomb. Approaching death, his last
recorded remarks were: “Ah, I am burned by
electric fire! Under my back are high voltage
lines! Please make me the last man who
dies from the A-bomb or H-bomb!” This
incident, not well remembered outside of
Japan, marked yet another tragedy related
to atomic bombing, less than a decade after
the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Following the death of Kuboyama, antinuclear movements spread throughout the
country.
79. “in the loft my wife does the laundry” (p. 73)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Kobe, 1954.
80. “encompassing the arctic pride” (p. 74)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in Kyoto, 1954.
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Written while visiting a Louvre exhibition
in Kyoto. kyōsha (驕奢), arctic pride (very
strong pride); the klesha of (Buddhist) pride
(kyō) + profligate (sha).
81. “night juice” (p. 74)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-5-10. Composed in Kobe, 1954.
82. “tossing and floating” (p. 75)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-5-9. Composed in Kobe, 1954.
“mushiro” (筵) is a straw mat at times
carried and used by the homeless and
beggars. There is also a tradition of
using such mats to cover the faces of the
disfigured and diseased, when they worked
in sight of others. As well, those who
performed menial tasks in society might
use such mats to conceal themselves from
members of other classes. zōsen (造船)—
shipyard/shipbuilding industry. At the
time, industrial shipbuilding was perhaps
the largest industry in Japan. Kobe was
home to the Mitsubishi and Kawasaki
shipbuilding operations.
83. “white outline of a man” (p. 75)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-8-6. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
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84. “snow at the harbor” (p. 76)
kigo: yuki (雪), snow; Winter.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in Kobe,
1955. Indicating snow; white is also the
traditional color of death; “covered in
white” may be implied.
85. “distant” (p. 76)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-5. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
86. “at the mountain top” (p. 77)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Kobe, 1955.  
Kamotsusen (貨物船): container ship,
freighter, etc.
87. “with my only begotten” (p. 77)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-5. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
hitorigo (独り子): “the only begotten Son,”
(Jesus), in the Japanese translation of the
New Testament. Kaneko writes that he
often took walks with his son and family
by the harbor on Sundays. Matsuchi (真土),
his son, was born in 1948; the name means
“true earth.”
88. “leopards: a child’s infatuation” (p. 78)
kigo: muchū (霧中), in the mist; Autumn.
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Meter: 7-10. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
muchū, in the mist, implies the kanji
homonym 夢中 “fascination” (夢 dream +
中 within).
89. “ship crews” (p. 78)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-5-5-7. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
90. “deep fog at noon” (p. 79)
kigo: nōmu (濃霧), deep mist; Autumn.
Meter: 7-9-6. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
91. “a muscular young man” (p. 79)
kigo: tamanegi, (玉葱),  onion; Summer.
Meter:   7-8-5. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
Every- and anything is material for modern
haiku.
92. “young men” (p. 80)
kigo: kiri (霧), mist; Autumn.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
93. “on stormy ground” (p. 80)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-9. Composed at Kinosaki hot
springs, 1955. Kinosaki hot springs is close
to the Sea of Japan.
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94. “a young man, a deer, beloved” (p. 81)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-9-6. Composed in Kobe, 1955.
This haiku was written on Rokkō hill, near
Kobe University.
95. “life, bitter clear” (p. 81)
kigo: sae(ru) (冴え(る)), to become clear /
chilly / cutting / sharp; Winter.
Meter: 7-9-6. Composed in 1956.
96. “into the morning” (p. 82)
kigo: yuki (雪), snow; Winter.
Meter:7-9-6. Composed in Kobe, 1956. Cf.
the essay, “Kaneko Tohta’s ‘fluorescent
squid’: Interpretive Translation and Commentary” Y. Itō & R. Gilbert (Roadrunner
Haiku Journal IX:2 May 2009, at
“roadrunnerjournal.net/pages92/
specialfeature92.htm”).
97. “never, atomic bomb never” (p. 82)
kigo: kani (蟹),  a crab; Summer.
Meter: 9-7-6. Composed in Kobe, 1957.
98. “A-bomb town” (p. 83)
kigo: ringo (林檎), apple: Autumn.
Meter: 7-11. Composed in 1957.
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99. “dawn breaks” (p. 83)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-9-6. Composed in Kobe, 1956.
As Kaneko watched a thrust of a seagull,
he recalled the kamikaze pilots and his
comrade-pilots, shot down over the Truk
Islands. It was at this moment Kaneko
decided to fully dedicate his life to haiku.
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Section 4
Post atomic-bomb,
and the fallout,
1958 – 1960
Nagasaki, 1958-1960
100. “splendid field of gravestones” (p. 89)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 8-8-5. Composed in the fishing
village of Wakimisaki, Nomo peninsula,
Nagasaki Prefecture, 1958. “join” (女
陰): woman (女) + hidden (陰). “hoto” (陰)
(vagina) is used in the ancient Kojiki and
Nihonshoki texts.
In the Edo (and the early Meiji) period,
Christianity was banned. If inspectors
found that one professed the faith, or
possessed a cross, all members of one’s
family were executed — after torture.
Therefore, the believers kept their faith
secretly, for over 250 years. When Kaneko
visited the village, it was suffering from
poverty — after the A-bomb, there were
few fish left in the sea of Nagasaki. This
haiku was the frontispiece to Kaneko’s
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2010 essay-lecture, Ikimonofūei, translated
in Volume I of this series, where the
Endnote to the poem reads:
Wakimisaki . . . was historically a site
of persecuted and martyred (secret)
Christians. In the years following the
atomic bombing, there were no fish,
and so the village starved. The whole
place was filthy and obscene; village
women were roaming aimlessly about
in nightwear (without undergarments)
their genitals exposed — it was a kind
of feast of the dead. The graveyard
was however pristine and manicured.
Within this bizarre contrast only
the dead flourished. It was as if the
dead had eaten, and this village was
the tossed off bones and garbageremnants: a feast of the dead. “mura
nemuri (village sleeps)” at the end
of the haiku implies a zombie-like
waking death. This haiku is a signature
example of many shakaisei haiku
penned by Kaneko Tohta — haiku of
social consciousness.
101. “among the twisted and charred” (p. 89)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-4-10. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
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“kashō” (火傷) is usually pronounced
“yakedo” (burned, burnt), but here it is
read as “fire scar” (viz. “scarred by fire/
radiation”); “twisted and charred” may also
be interpreted as “crooked and fire scarred/
seared.” Among the most well-known, and
most celebrated, of Kaneko’s oeuvre. The
lineation in English offers an interpretation
of the unusual meter and rhythm of the
original.
102. “somewhere a door” (p. 90)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-12 (enjambment). Composed in
Nagasaki, 1958. “Keloid scar” alludes to
radiation-burned skin resulting from the
A-bomb.
103. “a doctor after surgery” (p. 90)
kigo: hakuchō (白鳥), swan: Winter.
Meter: 5-9-5/ 5-2-7-5. Composed in Nagasaki,
1958. “oka (丘, hills),” here refers to the hills
surrounding Urakami cathedral. This haiku
is dedicated to Dr. Nagai Takashi, who
treated atomic bomb victims in Nagasaki
(he was also a victim). He practiced not
only in the Nagasaki Medical University,
but also offered charity to those outside its
walls. He built a small hut, named “Nyokodō” (“love your neighbor as yourself ”) in
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the Urakami area (close to Ground Zero).
Takashi was a pious Catholic, and came to
be known as “the saint of Urakami.”
104. “through a graveyard” (p. 91)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-7. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
105. “on the cape” (p. 91)
kigo: fumie (踏絵) i.e., stepping on a sacred
Christian image; Season: Spring.
Meter: 7-8-6. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
“fumie” refers to the forced act of stepping
on the image of Christ or Virgin Mary in
order to demonstrate that one was not a
Christian. In the Edo period, Christianity
was banned, and every citizen was forced
to perform fumie. (If one refused, all the
members of one’s family were executed,
after being tortured.) Much later in
history, fumie, envisaged as a ritual, was
converted into a spring festival, in that
women danced in bare feet (according
to Confucian tradition, it was a matter
of embarrassment for women show bare
feet in public). However, in Nagasaki
and Amakusa, the main locales of hidden
Christians, the fumie ceremony was held at
least twice a year, in Spring and Autumn.
For the hidden Christians, fumie did not
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become a “festival,” but rather a ceremony
of remembrance. As Endo Shusaku’s
novel Silence relates, to survive and bring
their faith to their descendants meant to
trample on the image (to perform fumie);
that is, to become a betrayer, rather than a
martyr. According to our co-author Itō, in
his Amakusa family-lore, after performing
fumie, a Hidden Christian priest of
Amakusa burned his straw shoes, which
had trampled on the image, then swallowed
the resulting ash, damaging his stomach,
and then fasted, in order to repent.
After the hidden Christians regained
the freedom of their faith, Nagasaki and
Amakusa believers built churches upon
those places of martyrdom where the fumie
ritual had taken place. In particular, the
altar of Urakami Cathedral, which Kaneko
relates in several of his “Nagasaki” haiku,
was constructed on the exact spot of the
act, in order to memorialize the sacrifice,
and to redeem sin.
106. “island of martyrdom” (p. 92)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
107. “was it a murky green swamp” (p. 92)
kigo: no-season.
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Meter: 5-4-9. Composed in Nagasaki,
1958. “kirishitan (キリシタン, Christian(s))”
is a loan-word written in Katakana, here
indicating in shortened form, “kakure
kirishitan,” hidden or secret Christians. In
this haiku, as an English term, “hidden (or
secret) Christians” seems misleading, as
the term refers to a cultural context and
history specific to Japan; the insertion of
“secret” was chosen for comprehensibility.
108. “green flowing cat” (p. 93)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-7. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
109. “toward steps in the sun” (p. 93)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in Nagasaki, 1958.
Urakami Cathedral was both a sacred place
for hidden Christians and Ground Zero of
the atomic bomb.
110. “cathedral” (p. 94)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in 1958. After the
Bomb, the ruins of Urakami Cathedral,
which were on a hillock, could be seen
all the way across the valley of Nagasaki.
The ruins themselves were one of the few
remaining structures taller than a man.
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As a unique symbol of martyrdom and
a location very close to Ground Zero of
the atomic bomb, many Nagasaki citizens
wished to preserve the ruin, just as was
done with the Hiroshima Peace memorial
(Atomic Bomb Dome), in the early 1950s.
However, in 1955, the American city of
Saint Paul, Minnesota, offered a sistercities pact between itself and Nagasaki.
This was the first example of a local accord
between Japan and the USA. The mayor,
Tagawa Tsutomu, was invited to the US, and
signed this pact on December 7, 1955 (the
day of the Japanese Pearl Harbor attack).
He traveled to Saint Paul, Chicago, New
York, Washington D. C., New Orleans, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and Hawaii; these
excursions were supported by the United
States Information Agency.
After his return, Tagawa became
reluctant to preserve the ruin. Nonetheless,
on February 18, 1958, the Congress of
Nagasaki City decided to preserve the
ruin as a memorial of one of the greatest
tragedies of human history. However,
Tagawa and the bishop, Yamagushi Aijiro,
conspired to destroy the ruin and rebuild
the church with new brick. On March 14
of the same year, the ruin was leveled, and
the cathedral rebuilt (cf. Takase Tsuyoshi,
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Nagasaki: The Disappearence of Another
“Atomic Bomb Dome” [Nagasaki: Kieta
mōhitotsu no genbaku dōmu], Heibon-sha,
2009). Kaneko was living in Nagasaki at
the time, and was certainly aware of the
controversy.
111. “through winter woods” (p. 94)
kigo: fuyu mori (冬森), winter woods; Winter.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in 1959. This haiku
was written in the woods surrounding the
Suwa Shrine (in Nagasaki). The shrine was
founded in 1555 to worship the spirit of
the sea. It then became a Jesuit church,
and was soon destroyed by Lord Arima in
1569. Following the ban on Christianity,
enforced by the Tokugawa Shogunate, it
was rebuilt in 1625. The shrine is regarded
as a guardian spirit (ujigami) of the clanplace of Nagasaki. In October, the large
festival of Nagasaki Kunchi is held there.
The shrine is a surrounded by a beautiful
forest. Considering this history, the central
sense of irony is left to the reader.
112. “at forest’s end” (p. 95)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 7-7-6. Composed in 1959. tama utsu
— “hitting” (rather than bouncing), as a
solitary act; we surmise the ball is a tennis
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ball (as it cannot be a baseball); there is
some surprise in the contrast between the
ancient shrine and natural silence of woods,
and what is likely a well-to-do home or
mansion at its edge, with a boy playing the
imported sport of tennis (Nagasaki being
the single official source point of western
contact over the centuries).
113. “Ariake Bay” (p. 95)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in Kumamoto,
1960. Concerning this haiku, we do
not possess any additional biographical
information; the image suggests a violent
sensory assault on the part of a dilapidated,
aging house of straw. eibin (鋭敏) sharp,
keen, acute, sensitive; waraya (藁屋) a
traditional straw-thatched house; osō (襲う)
assaulted, attacked; waraya is easily broken,
fragile, so has a semantic relation with eibin
in this haiku.
114. “window raindrops” (p. 96)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in Kumamoto, 1960.
115. “night after night” (p. 96)
kigo: kareki (枯木), dead tree(s); Winter.
Meter: 5-5-8. Composed in Nagasaki, 1960.
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“keloid” — scars from radiation burns
(from the atomic bombing).
116. “on the boat’s course” (p. 97)
kigo: ringo (林檎), apple; Autumn.
Meter: 6-7-7. Composed on Shimabara
Penninsula, Nagasaki, 1960. In Shimabara
(which overlooks the Amakusas and
Kumamoto), in 1637-38, 37,000 mainly
Christian
peasants
and
masterless
samurai (rōnin) of Arima and Konishi
(the Christian Daimyo executed by
Tokugawa Ieyasu), rebelled against heavy
taxes and discrimination. The Tokugawa
Shogunate suppressed the rebellion, and
then implemented the policy of national
seclusion. The word “apple” alludes to the
fruit of the knowledge of good and evil.
At this time, many peasants resolutely
destroyed their houses for wood in order
to build boats to cross the Ariake Bay
(between Shimabara, the Amakusa Islands,
and Kumamoto), to help rebuild ruined
Hara Castle. Bobbing apples — as whatever
the ups and down of life, our brightness.
From the perspective of the residents of
Shimabara, even after the tragic defeat and
mass slaughter, some were left, managed to
live, and thus regain their culture, through
the generations.
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117. “ascension of a penurious peasant” (p. 97)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in Shimabara,
Nagasaki, 1960. The kanji for aoi (蒼,
blue) in the haiku is not that common
kanji but “pale blue” (the color of a dead
body). According to the Meikyo and other
dictionaries, it is the color of weeds (dull
blue), and also a “bloodless blue.” As
well, the final collocation (aoi tsuchi) here
indicates, in a double-entendre, infertile
soil or dead ground (as “blue soil”).
118. “crows crowd” (p. 98)
kigo: higata (干潟), Spring.
Meter: 6-9-3. Composed in Shimabara,
Nagasaki, 1960.
119. “penis also fish also” (p. 98)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-8-6. Composed in Shimabara,
Nagasaki, 1960. The symbolism of the
poem indicates the Christian history of
Shimabara, the center of the Shimabara
Rebellion of 1637-38, a Christian rebellion
which lasted several months, led by the
charismatic 16-year-old Amakusa Shirō
(who died at 17), which was savagely put
down by the new Shoganate, with at least
37,000 peasant deaths caused by the siege
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of Shimabara Castle, and the attack on the
Amakusa Islands (now part of Kumamoto
Prefecture). Miyamoto Musashi fought
(against the Christian peasants) and was
wounded in this battle. The Christian
allusion with “fish” seems obvious.
“yogorete”: stained, to become dirty.
120. “island of tantric buddhism” (p. 99)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 8-7-6. Composed in Shimabara,
Nagasaki, 1960. mikkyō (密教) — refers
to the Tendai and Shingon schools of
Vajrayana Buddhism in Japan. ore (俺) —
see note to “fruit orchard,” next page.
121. “night sea trip” (p. 99)
kigo: banana (バナナ); Summer.
Meter: 6-7-5. Composed in Nagasaki, 1960.
122. “meat devoured” (p. 100)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 5-7-5. Composed in Nagasaki, 1960.
The kanji kū (喰う) indicates eating in a wild
fashion; devouring like a predator. kyōen
(饗宴) is used as a literary term: banquet,
bacchanal. aware (あわれ; pron. in three
short syllables: “ah-Wa-ray”) also mono
no aware — is untranslatable as such.
Indicative of transient beauty, the pain or
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pathos of passing beauty, impermanence;
a key aesthetic term of Japanese literary
criticism and cultural tradition.
123. “fruit orchard” (p. 100)
kigo: no-season. kikan (sense of felt season):
summer.
Meter: 5-7-6. Composed in Tokyo, 1960.
“ore no” (俺の) — a strong, informal, masculine expression of self, particularly in
haiku. Kaneko ends his autobiography, My
Postwar Haiku History (Wagasengo haiku shi,
1985) with this signature haiku. According
to his comment in Today’s Haiku (Kon
nichi no haiku, 1965, pp. 4-17) the island
is metaphorical. A poem of aloneness;
only one shirt — without attachment;
unadorned; shipwrecked; an allusion to
Robinson Crusoe?
124. “Sakurajima volcano black” (p. 101)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 8-7-5. Composed in Kagoshima,
1960. Sakurajima is a magnificent active
volcanic island in the bay directly facing
Kagoshima, the most southern city of the
four main Japanese islands. Here, after
an eruption, the plume of ash, blown and
expanded by wind, takes the shape of a
rifle/gun stock.
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Tokyo, 1960
125. “the demonstration flows” (p. 102)
kigo: no-season.
Meter: 6-7-6. Composed in Tokyo, 1960,
“the demonstration” alludes to the civil
protest movement against the Treaty of
Mutual Cooperation and Security (Ampo
Treaty) between the United States and
Japan, 1960. This haiku refers most directly
to the death of Kanba Michiko (though is
indicative of additional victims). She died,
ironically, as a consequence of a protest
movement seeking peace.
Throughout 1960, the civil movement,
founded on anti-war/anti-establishment
feelings, spread throughout Japan, and
some 330,000 demonstrators gathered (the
police reported only 130,000) around the
building of the Diet, on June 15. During
the demonstration, Kanba, a student at
Tokyo University, died at the gates. On the
same day, 282 demonstrators (composed
of 193 students) were arrested, and 721
police officers were injured (the number
of the injured demonstrators is unknown).
Kaneko witnessed the funeral scene of
“The People’s Funeral” for Kanba, on June
18, in Hibiya Park. (Cf. Kaneko’s interview
comments in The Future of Haiku, volume
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two of this series). The protest was the
largest social protest movement in modern
Japanese history. Following these events, a
new era in Japan’s postwar history was to
emerge.
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Translation in the Country
of Modern Haiku
Richard Gilbert

In country I
Accomplishment in a short form
involves literary sophistication. This
is particularly so for haiku in Japan,
where an awareness of the 400-yearold tradition provides a supporting
bedrock for each poem. Haiku, unlike
more open forms of modern poetry
East or West retains its lineage, its
historical continuity. Within this
extensive culture of literary reference
and multi-generational dialogue, images
and language terms are reused,
extended, deformed, and adumbrated
by succeeding generations.
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Two of the great feats of gendai
haiku (“modern haiku” in Japan)
have been the breaking of formal
prescriptions, and circumscription.
Institutional prescriptions have included on- count (the normative “5-7-5”
metrics), kigo/kidai (season word/
seasonal indications), and rhythmic
stylism. Traditionally, haiku have also
been circumscribed as to content.
Within gendai haiku circles (note that
the term “gendai” refers to modern
haiku in Japan, exclusively) there has
been a firm rejection of authoritarian
and neo-feudal mindsets, which have
been historically intermixed with the
ethos of traditional haiku, particularly
in relation to social forms of patriarchal
leadership — haiku as representations of
the “purity of Japaneseness” on the part
of neo-conservative leaders. This has
been accomplished through resistance
to the status quo, and radicalism,
sometimes at great personal cost.
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As Kaneko argues in his discussion
of ikimono (“living things” a term
of his coinage), the métier of haiku
concerns whatever the poet finds
animate: life, in its widest and fiercest
sense. With this declaration, Kaneko
lays down the gauntlet, rejecting the
conceptual constraints of traditional
haiku, and furthermore rejecting those
mainstream critical dictates found
in conservative-critical views about
haiku (which likewise prevailed in the
20th century West, beginning in the
1950s). Kaneko is violently opposed to
the circumscribed tropes of a “birds
and flowers” nature poetics. There are
no censored topics or fixed literary
conventions in gendai haiku concerning
authorial style, “nature,” “awareness,” or
“enlightenment.” Language expression
and content are dictated by the poet’s
technique, skill and desire for presence
and relevance.
At the same time, there exists an
agon, as gendai haiku blur the edges
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of the form. Unlike perfect pearls of
wisdom, blue sharks may just arrive
outside your door:
梅咲いて庭中に青鮫が来ている (1979)
ume saite niwajū ni aozame ga kiteiru
ume bloom
blue sharks appear
everywhere in the garden

Haiku at their best arise unbidden as
new countries (planets, landscapes),
deepening
surface
consciousness.
One thinks of Huidobro’s Altazor,
falling through history, suspended by
his parachute — a freefall collision or
collusion of graceful language with
grace. Extended “moments” occur
introspectively and intimately in
poems that pursue reality at an angle,
possessing the power to abruptly twist
or cut in layered paradoxes which
enlarge consciousness, breathing us into
the new. These are universal aspects of
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the form; the power of this brief poetic
form approaches language and image
in unique ways, which seem to migrate
well across languages and continents.
Regarding translation, the twinned
topics of circumscription and prescription become more fraught when
confronting Kaneko’s avant-garde radicalism. It is only due to the recent
arising of a viable and indeed thriving
genre of 21st century haiku in English
that there are now readers and critics
who may meet Kaneko, in English, as
the definitive poet he is. The pragmatic
goal of the translators has been to offer
powerful poems in the target language
and genre. Yet the translator’s task
is also made tragic by the lack of an
extensive short-form poetics exhibiting
formal continuity in the target culture;
that is, one that extends through both
modern and medieval worlds. Unlike
the Japanese haiku, there is little by
way of tradition to “play” against.
Haiku in English have evolved out of
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the modernist revolutions of imagism
and minimalism, and as a result their
formal contexts can only be stretched
so far.
In Japan, historical continuity in
haiku has hovered dangerously on the
brink of exhaustion for over a century
(some would argue “centuries”), this
shortest form being well-tilled, in
confronting the modern world with its
new possibilities, including technology,
war, fascism, etc., something had to give.
Shiki, the reviver and primogenitor of
the modern tradition, expressed grave
doubt concerning the longevity of the
renewed poetry he named “haiku.” 	
One way to view the tradition is
that it has died many deaths. Yet there
have occasionally existed poets who
have overcome the entire institutional
matrix, adapting and re-defining even
the concept of haiku — without losing
“haiku” itself. In this context, the scope
of Kaneko’s achievement has no easy
analogue in English. One of the main
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challenges for the translator is then not
the divining of a given haiku, so much
as the question of how to indicate or
represent those bold and ingenious
leaps of thought and language which
break with, or reformulate, history as
an expression of poetic dialogue.
Translating a philosopher-poet
who has been a pioneer and activist
at the forefront of the postwar haiku
movement for over 70 years has involved
much contemplation and humility.
There have been elements of surprise
in every work selected; Kaneko is
uniquely creative in his use of cutting
and linguistic disjunction (kire), expressions of rawness (arai), and poetic
journeys undertaken in imaginal
wanderings of the nuanced body (teijū
hyōhaku). He has explored these and
additional possibilities of language
and conception. It is not always easy
to accept tragedy — yet it remains
our hope that these works read with
the spirit, form, rhythm, and cut with
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the heart, of the originals. Regarding
the continuity of the haiku tradition
itself, associated as it is with the wider
concerns of language, history and
culture, we have included a section of
notes with short commentaries for a
number of the haiku, as well as essay
materials; limitations of time have
prevented us from further developing
these sections.
In our examination of the evolution of Kaneko’s thought and life
(represented in the first two volumes
of this series), we recently organized a
symposium in Tokyo which included
14 gendai haiku poets — with each
decade of life represented — from the
youngest in their 20s (including our
co-author Itō), to those in their 80s.
In an informal roundtable discussion,
the theme of the meeting focused on
each poet’s evolution. There were many
lively exchanges and jokes, and as you
would expect, an intimate sharing of
lives. Kaneko’s poetry and thought
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were frequently mentioned by all those
present, and there was vociferous
agreement: Kaneko’s oeuvre had been
a significant inspiration to everyone in
the room, encouraging each to pursue
their own original gendai haiku form
and style. His works and thought had
been instrumental at both early and at
ongoing stages of poetic evolution.
As was discussed, in part, Kaneko
inspires via an implied challenge to the
poet, articulated through his struggle
and achievement in clearly articulating
an awareness of “stance” (taido) as an
artist and human being. He has redefined haiku as a modern poetics of
individual and social relevance. Kaneko
also inspires though visceral works
which exhibit a direct physicality — his
haiku can grab your throat, hit you in
the gut, and speak directly to a given
moment in any given era. These are
physical works of artistic relevance
and power which possess rawness and
honesty. It is hard to think of another
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leading poet, in any culture, who has
produced poetry and criticism at a
sustained level of excellence for over
seven decades, and it is difficult to
imagine another contemporary setting
where four generations of uniquely
free-thinking poets would find strong
agreement on this point, and personage. Through this symposium, and
discussions with various poets and
critics, we have encountered important
social aspects of Kaneko’s legacy.
If this societal aspect of Kaneko’s
achievement provides some measure
of tragedy for the translators, we have
likewise witnessed the richly complex
relationship between artist, poem
and poet-generations in literary community, and have been touched by
an increasingly rare phenomenon in
modernity: the poet changing culture.
In country II
As a poetics, haiku have an uneasy
relationship with sense and depth. The
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nonce poem and epithet lie just around
the corner, and it’s but a short step to
the declarative sentence. As a reader, I
am usually in doubt, with expectations
often unmet. The youthful innovator
Shiki, even as he reframed what he was
to term haiku, felt that this over-brief
poem would soon meet its demise,
with limitations too severe, allowable
permutations too few.
Shiki might be surprised to find
how precocious the haiku has become,
and how viral. Haiku have been penned
under extreme duress, the threat of
torture and death — as with the anti-war
haiku of the New Rising poets, in
wartime Japan. Likewise, the haiku
of the Balkans, selections published
in the landmark anthology, Knots: The
Anthology of Southeastern European Haiku
Poetry (Anakiev & Kacian, eds., Red
Moon Press, 1999) has arisen from a
similar landscape of genocidal war.
Haiku out of the garden.
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In a formal sense, the haiku has
needed to move beyond realism (but
a brief movement in Japan, though
not elsewhere), and beyond restricted
themes of “season and flowers,” primarily
in order to address the modern. Bashō’s
17th century “old pond,” his signature
work, is celebrated as the first example
of a revolutionary “eye-opening” (shofū)
style, signaling a radical departure that
deepened and widened the field of
haikai. In terms of technique, Bashō
discussed kire (cutting; disjunctive
technique) and kireji (the cutting word)
as primary technical (and aesthetic, and
spiritual) aspects of his new poetics.
Although the modern sensibility of
gendai haiku has extended the field of
haiku possibility in numerous ways, the
bones of its method continue in this
lineage, forming a literary conversation
with ancestral works, including the play
between convention and its subversion.
At this point in time, haiku in
English has entered into a new era of
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experimentation, and novel possibilities
for the genre are becoming apparent,
as can be seen in the recent anthology,
Haiku 21: An Anthology of Contemporary
English-language Haiku (Gurga & Metz,
eds., Modern Haiku Press, 2011). If
haiku are to remain vibrant and vital in
English, this extension into possibility
seems both necessary and timely. Yet
as experimentation proceeds, it seems
useful to discuss distinctions between
what is haiku and what may be a shortform poetics; what partakes of a lineage,
and what goes beyond it. At the edges
of the form, in the play of subversion,
the poem may move beyond “type,” yet
distinctions remain valuable if there is
something to be recalled in relation to
lineage, in reader-experience. For this
reason Kaneko’s evolution both as an
artist and philosopher seem relevant,
beyond the borders of any particular
nation or culture, when haiku is
considered as an international genre.
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Out of country
Can the haiku world, composed
of international participants, extend
itself to further consider and nourish
new borderlands, in light of Kaneko’s
criticism and art, as well as those
works of other pioneering generations
of Japanese poets? As Bashō famously
said, “haiku jiyū”: “haiku is for
freedom” — this most quotable epithet
of the Japanese genre. The key to such a
poetics is the monk’s cell broken apart
by the insistence of night; intoxication
and resistance, pleasure and obligation
(giri to ninjō). To jump ahead in the
millennial arc from renga to postwar
gendai haiku, its main concerns and
activities stem from these haikai roots.
In Japan, from the early 1950s,
urgent questions were posed, which
we in the English-language genre have
yet to ask: Is haiku a socially relevant
poetics? Why continue working in
this form of poetry, when other, more
extensible poetic forms are available?
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What would a socially relevant haiku
poetics look like? How might a haiku
poet achieve a perspective from which
they were in a position adequate to the
task of critiquing society? These were
some of the concerns which inspired
the 1950s Kansai (Osaka area) haiku
poets to re-inscribe their poetics as
something more than a “second-class
art,” an idea advanced in 1946 by
Kuwabara Takeo, in a notable essay (see
Note 1, below). Kuwabara challenged
the basis of the whole haiku program.
In responding to Kuwabara’s challenge, as well as wider issues, Kaneko’s
ideas concerning haiku and social
relevance evolved into a stance (a
novel critical and philosophical
approach to haiku), via the flow
of kukai (haiku gathering-parties):
talking, discussing, eating, drinking,
sharing works, daily, weekly in various
haiku communities — searching out
questions of how self-knowledge,
poetic knowledge and language
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might relate with relevance to society.
These activities, occurring alongside
Bikini Island nuclear tests, bombsite radiation victims, the nauseating
aftertaste of Imperial-fascism, rural
hunger; questions arose at every
level, concerning truth and identity,
racism, women’s rights, discrimination,
ethnicity, violence. Within such realities
one feels the force of poetic need, and
the dawning of a brilliant poetic era
in haiku. Via the intensity and deeply
impassioned efforts of the Kansairelated groups, including poets such
as Yagi Mikajo, Hirahata Seito, Sanki
Saito, and others, postwar gendai haiku
was re-situated and relevance addressed
through avant-garde experiment and
quest; questions relevant to modernity,
and more precisely, to the era.
For those who are open-minded and
curious, postwar Japanese haiku has
something to offer, certainly regarding
depth, and potentially regarding direction. While we increasingly share a
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connected, networked world, each
locale has its own cuisine, its own taste.
Gendai haiku represents some potent
home cooking reaching to the very roots
of living cultural history: soul food.
For haiku in English, what is to
be the next critical challenge? By
“haiku” here, I mean in particular
within our poetic society, our preoccupations, self-described needs and
necessities.
Is haiku relevant as a poetic genre
in English? Language experimentation
is not enough, technical competence
is not enough. What makes haiku
socially relevant, and what do we mean
in posing the question? As a reader, I
return to a certain passion as well as
formal expectation — including the
expectation of subversion, in gendai
haiku. To subvert is to refresh: in
language, poetry, thought. With each
series of haiku, and each new concept
introduced, Kaneko both subverts and
reclaims space for the modern psyche.
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Through his critical writings, he likewise offers maps for how to get there.
__________
Notes.
1. “Modern Haiku: A Second-Class Art”
Mark Jewel, trans., Simply Haiku 4:1, 2006,
available online.
2. Parts of this essay include ideas adapted from
two previous commentaries, “The Scorpion
Prize of Issue IX:1” (Roadrunner Haiku Journal,
2009), and “The Morning After: Haiku Faces
a New Century” in “2nd Position” (The Haiku
Foundation, June, 2010); both available online.
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Kaneko Tohta
and the Chichibu Incident —
Revolutionary Voices of the
earth

Itō Yūki
Kaneko Tohta’s haiku are universal,
and at the same time, intensely local.
He was born in the small village of
Minano, in the Chichibu area of Saitama
Prefecture; from childhood, he became
deeply interested in his own roots. In
1936, before he began composing haiku,
Kaneko wrote and published an essay
on the Chichibu Incident, based on
his interviews with the village elders of
Minano.
The Chichibu Incident, which
occurred in 1884, refers to the revolutionary uprising of peasant-villagers
led by the Chichibu Poor People’s Party
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(Chichibu konmintō), formed also in
1884, by radical members of the Liberal
Party (Jiyūtō, the first political party
in Japan, formed in 1881), in order to
negotiate with usurers. In its early
phase, the People’s Party proposed
“Four Demands” rather than instigating
an armed uprising. These were: 1) to
prolong the deadline for outstanding
debts; 2) to stop payments to the
government for elementary schools
for three years (in order to reduce
outstanding debt); 3) to reduce the
heavy taxes demanded by the Ministry
of Internal Affairs; 4) to reduce the
existing minor taxes of villages.
As a result, the Poor People’s Party’s
meetings were suppressed by the
police. As well, the central office of the
Liberal Party became uncooperative,
after which the People’s Party inclined
towards radicalism, with some left-wing
members of the Liberal Party joining
the People’s Party. Several intellectuals
espousing revolutionary philosophy,
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such as Kikuchi Kanpei, joined the
Poor People’s Party, and the Party vision
of revolution was clarified. On October
29, the Liberal Party was disbanded.
Two days later, on October 31, 1884, the
Poor People’s Party gathered at Muku
Shrine in Chichibu, and began an armed
uprising some 3,000 strong.
The Party then created a commune,
“Revolution Headquarters” (kakumei
honbu), and also created their own calendar, “The First Year of Freedom and
‘Self-Government’” (Jiyū jichi gan’nen),
and fought against the central government. Their slogan was “Change the
oppressive government to attain the
world of freedom” (assei wo tenjite jiyū
no sekai wo). The group fought against
both police forces and the army. The
party possessed at least 2,500 and perhaps as many as 15,000 guns (Inoue,
Chichibu, 179), but these were oldfashioned matchlock rifles. On the
other hand, the Japanese Imperial Army
was equipped with the new bolt-action
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Murata rifle; this was the first usage of
this newly invented weapon. In addition, in 1881, the army had founded the
Military Police force, following the style
of the French MP National Gendarmerie. This force was sent to the battle
by train (another military innovation),
and the Poor People’s Party was defeated. The commune lasted only four
days, while their battle lasted ten days.
Though short-lived, the Incident was a
significant news story, covered in foreign newspapers in English and French
(Inoue, The Complete Edition, 269-71).
The revolt arose out of the poverty
occurring throughout the rural
mountainous area, due mostly to the
rapid modernization of Meiji Japan,
which had begun some 15 years earlier.
The Meiji government, in order to
acquire foreign currency, encouraged
silk farming for mountain peasants.
According to the census at the time,
in the Chichibu area, 96% of farmerpeasants were silk farmers (ibid, 28).
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Because the silk industry was involved
in international markets, from the
1870s into the 1880s, the silk price in
European markets fell dramatically.
Furthermore, an oppressive tax was
instituted following the civil war of Japan
(the Seinan War or Satsuma Rebellion,
1877). The Bank of Japan (which, ironically, became Kaneko’s workplace) was
founded in 1881 in order to withdraw nonconvertible paper money
(which had become almost worthless);
this policy caused severe deflation.
Moreover, the Japanese government
had promised to establish a parliament
in 1880, but instead oppressed political
meetings by force, instituting a new law,
the “Regulation of Meetings” (shūkai
jōrei), in 1880. It was in this environment that the Chichibu Poor People’s
Party had first attempted to attain their
aims by legal means. As a result of the
uprising, 3,618 were arrested, seven were
executed, and at minimum, 24 died in
jail (ibid, 194; also Ide, The Dream, 182).
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In his lecture, “From Within Myself:
The Chichibu Incident” (1976), Kaneko
(b. 1919) writes that he often heard
stories about the Incident throughout
the 1920s-1930s. During this era of
Kaneko’s boyhood, Japan suffered a
long-term severe depression, due first
to the Great Kantō Earthquake of 1923,
followed by the Great Depression of
1929. The mountain villages of Japan in
this time period also suffered conditions
similar to the time of the Chichibu
Incident. It was during this period that
poverty drove the nation towards ultranationalism or fascism, and ultimately
toward war. Nonetheless, even in
this climate, in 1928, the Japanese
socialist Sakai Toshihiko (one of the
early translators of The Communist
Manifesto into Japanese) published the
first study of the Incident, entitled
“Chichibu Disturbance” (Chichibu sōdō).
In the published essay, terms such as
“revolution” were censored out of the
text (Ide, The Dream, 183, 308).
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In his youth, Kaneko read this essay
and was strongly impressed by the
determination of the people of Chichibu
(Kaneko, Collected Works, vol. III, 369).
Indeed, when Kaneko discusses war, he
often refers to the poverty of Chichibu
during his childhood (Kakehashi, 18-19).
Throughout his life, Kaneko has
maintained a deep interest in social
justice for the poor and dispossessed,
and has often expressed his empathy.
This can be seen in a number of his
haiku, for instance this poem from 1942:
曼珠沙華どれも腹出し秩父の子
manjyushage dore mo hara dashi
chichibu no ko
spider lily –
every kid shows their belly
in Chichibu

As Kaneko’s family was composed
of wealthy medical doctors and factory
owners, Kaneko confesses in his auto189

biographies that as a child he did not
know of the Chichibu Poor People’s
Party in precise historical detail.
He knew instead terms such as “the
unrest of Chichibu,” “the riot,” or
the “disorderly mob” (Kaneko, Settled
Wandering, 266). His grandmother’s
family owned Minano Ryūmon-sha,
a silk-spinning mill, with two modern
looming machines, and the owner
told some stories of the Incident from
the viewpoint of “a victim” (Kaneko,
Collected Works, vol. III, 369; Wakasa, 48).
On the other hand, Kaneko’s
grandfather boasted that he fought
“against” the “disorderly mob” or
“rioters” with his own traditional sword
in the Chichibu Incident. His grandfather was skilled at swordsmanship,
possessing a mokuroku (certification of
his skill) in the lineage of the ancient
Maniwa Nen-ryū School, and was
marked by a long sword scar across
one cheek. In Kaneko’s opinion, his
grandfather never fought in a major
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battle (contrary to the old man’s
boasts), but was involved in a small
conflict at the beginning phase of the
Incident. In his childhood, Kaneko
thrilled to draw out the sword in secret,
in his grandfather’s room. Kaneko used
to wish that his grandfather could have
fought against the police, rather than
against the “disorderly mob” (Settled
Wandering, 269-70).   
Even so, in kukai (haiku gatheringparties), as Basho stated, “haikai is
for freedom”: there exists no classboundary in haiku gatherings. In
fact, during the time of the Chichibu
Incident, members of the wealthy
class and the rebels communicated in
a democratic style, in the haiku circle
following the lineage of Meirin-kōsha, the rival group to Masaoka Shiki’s
group (Kaneko, The Collected Works, Vol.
III, 369). Kaneko also discusses the
role of haiku as a means of breaking
through class-boundaries in his essay,
A Small History of Peasants’ Haiku
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(Nōmin haiku shō shi) (1977). Kaneko’s
father had his own journal-group, and
held kukai at his house. As a result,
during these kukai, Kaneko as a boy
met with many wild mountain men of
Chichibu, and felt the energetic power
of wildness (drinking late into the
night — vociferous argument being part
and parcel of these all-male meetings).
He also experienced directly the flora
and fauna of Chichibu. This direct
rural contact can be contrasted with,
or even be seen in opposition to, the
noting of kigo (season words) in Saijiki
(kigo glossaries) as a necessity of haiku
composition; this, the urbane staple of
centralized Tokyo-Osaka haiku culture.
Kaneko was also deeply familiar
with the folksongs of Chichibu, known
as “Chichibu ondo.” His father was a
master (iemoto) of the folk song, and
edited these lyrics into today’s modern
form. As these folksongs are in 5-7
rhythm, Kaneko repeatedly mentions
that his body, his physical being, was
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permeated by these ancient poetic
rhythms of Japan. As well, the lyrics of
these folksongs are often vividly sexual.
Kaneko’s philosophy, in emphasizing
visceral embodiment, draws upon his
multi-layered immersion in indigenous
song, dance, and especially raw, unfettered (and unabashed) intellectual
energy. In his autobiography, My
Postwar Haiku History, he writes:
I have become unable to separate
myself from the 5-7 metrical form, so
that now . . . I strongly believe that
this metrical sense overlaps with my
inclination towards “earth.” I have,
deep within myself, a bodily sensation
that the 5-7 form is the ground or earth
of the Japanese language” (Collected
Works, vol. IV, 146).

The earthy 5-7 poetic meter and its
rhythms thrumming through his body
were the folk songs of Chichibu.
Kaneko’s postwar career began
with his marriage to Minako, born
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in Chichibu in 1947. She was also an
acclaimed haiku poet, winning the
Modern Haiku Association Prize in
1988. When Kaneko writes of her, there
is at times present a sense of pathos, as
a man of Chichibu (1947):
朝日煙る手中の蚕妻に示す
asahi keburu shuchū no kaiko tsuma ni
shimesu
morning beam in smoke –
showing a silkworm in my hand
to my wife

This haiku was written at the home
of a Chichibu peasant-villager engaged
in raising silkworms. Silkworm farming
was the only industry in the mountain
village. Although the silk industry
was to become a primary symbol of
the economic growth of the Japanese
nation in the Meiji era, the silkworm
likewise symbolizes the hardship of
rural villages. The weakness of silkworm
farming as a monoculture resulted
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in severe economic depression, and
brought about the Chichibu Incident,
as above mentioned. While it remains
true that the uprising created victims,
the Chichibu Incident bequeathed
Japan an important heritage as a significant social movement.
Throughout the 1940s and 1950s,
Japanese social movements were mainly
based on Marxist or socialist ideologies.
Such ideologies, being imported, often
seemed at odds with the reality of
social problems specific to Japanese
culture. Moreover, according to the
historian Irokawa Daikichi, some activists lost their resolve soon after the
Khrushchev Report of 1956, which
criticized Stalin, and they attempted to
seek out some authentic revolutionary
voices speaking for the Japanese poor
(Artesian Flows of the Freedom and People’s
Rights Movement, 258-63). It was around
this time that earlier movements, such
as the Japanese civil movement to
establish the democratic parliament
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(of the Meiji era), and the Freedom and
People’s Rights Movement (jiyū minken
undō) (1874-90), came to be studied in
detail. However, the Chichibu Incident
remained neglected for some time.
The Freedom and People’s Rights
Movement was strongly linked to
Japanese party politics. In 1881, Itagaki
Taishuke founded the first political
party of Japan, the Liberal Party (Jiyūtō),
before the opening of the Japanese
parliament. The party organized a
large civil movement throughout the
nation — and some were persecuted.
Itagaki himself was nearly assassinated.
His cry, “Even if Itagaki dies, liberty
shall not die!” became renowned, and
was present in the pages of school
textbooks.
However, there were no authentic
voices of the poor. In the authorial
work on the movement, The History
of the Liberal Party (Jiyūtō-shi) (Itagaki,
ed., 1910), various activities of the
party were applauded, however the
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Chichibu Incident was described as
a mere “riot” of “peasants, gamblers,
and hunters” (Ide, Desolated Roads, 16).
The party supported the Chichibu
group at first, but two days before the
uprising, Itagaki disbanded the party
and the Chichibu group was cut off at
the knees. In the context of his attempt
to maintain the movement, Itagaki’s
decision may be understandable, but it
nonetheless represents the paradoxical
situation of the civil movement.
During 1959-60, the largest civil
movement in postwar Japan, the first
Ampo protest (the civil movement
against the Japan-US Security Pact)
occurred. However, according to Irokawa, the Ampo protest at the time
revealed class divisions between élites
and workers (262). The élites of the civil
movement took a discriminative tone
against the common people (260-63).
In a similar way, Itagaki and other élites
of the Freedom and People’s Rights
Movement had despised the Chichibu
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activists (263). An authentic voice
representing the poor was dearly
needed.
The first valid authorial evaluation
of the Chichibu Incident finally arrived
in 1968, the year of the May Revolution
of France, the international student
movement, and the second Ampo
protest. Inoue Kōji, a scholar of French
history, published the book, Chichibu
Incident: The Peasants Uprising in the Age of
the Freedom and People’s Rights Movement.
Inoue termed the Incident, “The final
and finest form of the Freedom and
People’s Rights Movement” (iii). Inoue
succeeded in conveying the authentic
voice of the poor to the public. This
study is widely regarded as valid today.
Nearly a decade and a half prior to
the scholarly discovery of the “earthly
voices” of social consciousness, in
1954, Kaneko advocated for “social
consciousness haiku.” He states:
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If I may say this in extreme terms,
I prefer shit and piss to “ideas.” I
have a great hatred for a particular
kind of academicism which devotes
itself to pedantry . . . I feel strongly
drawn towards a living connection:
tied by blood and speaking the same
(Japanese) language. At the same time
I also feel drawn towards the “earth” of
the Japanese archipelago — and feel a
connection to the “earth” across the sea
— to the point that I sometimes even
consider myself to be cosmopolitan.
(Kaneko, Collected Works, vol. IV, 146)

Kaneko emphasizes that for him,
authentic social consciousness is related
to visceral, authentic presence. During
the 1950s, the time period in which
Kaneko published his revolutionary
philosophical ideas on haiku, he was
not settled in Chichibu, but having
returned from the war, moved first to
Fukushima, then Kobe, Nagasaki, and
finally Tokyo. In Fukushima (1950-52),
he contemplated the tragic child
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soldiers who died in the fall of the Aizu
Clan and Edo Shogunate Byakkotai (the
White Tiger troop); in Kobe (1953-57),
became enraged about the H-bombing
of Bikini Atoll; in Nagasaki (1958-60),
meditated upon the persecution of the
hidden Christians and the A-bomb; and
in Tokyo (1960), attended the funeral of
the tragic victim of the Ampo protest
movement, Kanba Michiko (1960).
This haiku reveals the complex issues
related to that civil movement:
デモ流れるデモ犠牲者を階に寝かせ
demo nagareru demo giseisha wo kai ni
nekase
the demonstration flows
“demo” victim
laid on the steps

By the 1960s, the rapid economic growth
of postwar Japan was radically and
drastically altering society. As Professor
Shiwa Kyōtarō (also known as Shimoyama Akira, son of the prominent
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haiku poet Yagi Mikajo) points out, the
1960s represent a great divide or break
in Japanese history, equal to that of the
war (Collected Haiku of Yagi Mikajo, 507).
Natural landscapes became polluted
at this time, and long-term rural
communities were disbanded. In 1962,
Kaneko wrote the following:
霧の村石を放らば父母散らん
kiri no mura ishi wo hōra ba fubo chiran
village of fog –
tossing a stone
father, mother disperse

In 1968, the season of both student
movements throughout the world and
the re-valuation of the Chichibu Incident, Kaneko bought a house and
returned to Chichibu in order to live
in his ancestral homeland. There, he
developed and advocated the philosophy of “settled wandering” (teijū
hyōhaku), beginning in 1972. As a man of
postwar Japan, he could not physically
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wander (as poets such as Issa had done).
However, in the realm of spirit, he must
drift, as there is no true motherland to
rest his own spirit. “Settled wandering”
exemplifies the situation of the haiku
poets of postwar Japan, and perhaps of
the contemporary world.
Kaneko found examples of “settled
wandering” among the revolutionaries
of the Chichibu Incident — they were
likewise alienated in spirit — while
forced by necessity to physically reside
in a certain place. Kaneko’s avocation
of “settled wandering” corresponded
with his deepening of the study of the
Chichibu Incident. Ide Magoroku’s
book, Chichibu Incident was published
in 1975 (later republished as Desolated
Roads of the Ridges, 1991).
Kaneko’s pursuit of the sense of
wandering led him to study Taneda
Santōka, the hard-drinking, wandering
haiku poet and Zen priest. Similar to
the Chichibu Incident itself, Santōka
remained a forgotten poet, until the
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1970s. Given this context, Kaneko was
by the 1970s, once again a pioneer — not
only as a creative poet, but also a
researcher seeking out revolutionary
earthly voices.
It can also be said that Kaneko
embodies his philosophy through his
experience. In 1973, he arranged to use
the Keiyōji Temple of Chichibu (a Zen
temple of the Rinzai School) as a place
for meditation and haiku composition.
Along with such embodied experience, Kaneko deepened his pursuit of
“earthly voice” in an academic manner.
In 1974, he became a professor of Jōbu
University. (“Jōbu” is the ancient name
of northern Kanto, the province of the
Chichibu Incident.) While engaged
at the university, he researched the
revolutionary voices of peasants, and
re-discovered the haiku poet from the
Edo period peasant class, Kobayashi
Issa. His years as a professor numbered
only five, yet through his research on
these wandering poets, Kaneko found
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further evidence of what he had hoped
to discover years before, in his early
postwar era proclamation of “social
consciousness” vis-à-vis haiku culture,
self, and composition.
His poetic return to Chichibu and
the development of the philosophy of
“settled wandering” occurred mainly in
his later career. Even so, it is helpful to
be aware of the relationship between
Kaneko and the Chichibu Incident, in
order to understand the context and
influences surrounding both Kaneko’s
poetic works and philosophical stance,
as the thread of his thought and sense
of values can be seen even in his early
works, such as this haiku, from 1942:
霧の夜のわが身に近く馬歩む
kiri no yo no waga mi ni chikaku uma ayumu
foggy night –
near my body
treads a horse
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Annotated Chronology
1919 – 1961
Note. All haiku examples given below are
by first-lines only (in quotes). The haiku
and notes can be found in the preceding
sections. An “index of first lines” follows
this chronology.
1919 (Taisho 8) Year of birth
Born September 23rd in his mother’s
parents’ house in the town of Ogawa,
Saitama Prefecture. Raised in his
father’s house in the town of Minano
in the Chichibu Basin, Saitama. First
child of father, Motoharu (pen name
Isekiko), and mother, Haru. Father
resided in Shanghai as a school doctor
at Tō’a Dobunsho’in [East Asia
Common Culture Academy].
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1921 (Taisho 10) Age 2
As his father is living in Shanghai, lives
with mother until age 4. Younger sister
Akari is born.
1926 (Taisho 15/Showa 1) Age 7
Father returns from Shanghai, opens
clinic in Kunigami Village in his
hometown of Chichibu. Enters Minano
Elementary school (in the neighboring
town). Younger sister Mizuki is born.
1928 (Showa 3) Age 9
Father moves clinic to Minano. Lives
together with grandparents, aunt, and
extended family. Mother endures great
hardships, being responsible for much
of the household chores. Younger
brother Senji is born.
1930 (Showa 5) Age 11
Spends summer vacation at his father’s
friend’s house in Onjuku, Boso, Chiba
Prefecture. Father first publishes the
haiku magazine Waka Ayu [Young RiverSweetfish], and focuses intently on the
popularization of the Chichibu Bon
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festival dance. Younger sister Toyoko
is born.
1931 (Showa 7) Age 13
Enters the Prefectural Kumagaya
Junior High School (now Kumagaya
High School) in Saitama.
1933 (Showa 8) Age 14
Youngest brother Kozo is born.
1936 (Showa 11) Age 17
During a snowstorm, hears of the
“February 26th Incident” (attempted
coup d’état by approximately 1,500
army troops). Engrossed in The
Collected Works of Natsume Soseki.
Submits accounts heard from the
elderly regarding the “Chichibu
Incident” (the 1884 revolt by 10,000
peasants against the Meiji government,
with 4,200 arrested) to his junior high
school alumni association.
1937 (Showa 12) Age 18
Enters the “Literature B” course in
Mito Higher School (under the old
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education system; today’s Ibaraki
University). Joins the judo club. In
November, by invitation of Santaro
Dezawa (one year his elder), joins the
haiku club of Professor Yoshida Ryoji
and Professor Hasegawa Shiro (aka
Chōbo). Publishes his first haiku,
“white plum blossoms.”
1938 (Showa 13) Age 19
In April, participates in the national
student haiku magazine Seisoken [Stratosphere]. Meets Takeshita Shizunojo,
Kato Shūson, and Nakamura Kusatao.
1939 (Showa 14) Age 20
Grandfather Kayazō dies. Voraciously
reads a variety of novels, including
Dostoevsky. Contributes “Appreciation
of Exceptional Modern Haiku” to the
Mito Higher School Journal of Gyoshō
Dormitory. Haiku chosen by Nakamura
Kusatao for the notable haiku journal
Haiku Research.
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1940 (Showa 15) Age 21
Submits haiku for the second issue of
Dojō, chaired by Shimada Seiho. From
within, Seiho comments on “everyone
holding a lantern” in the Dojō Haiku
Monthly Review, “It overflows with
an exhilaration that eases one’s
frustrations.” Waits to enter university
and lodges at the house of Kaneko
Tadasuke (father’s cousin) in Asagaya,
Tokyo. Becomes a regular member of
the Seisōken [Stratosphere] haiku circle,
based in the Yama no Chaya Restaurant
in Akasaka, Tokyo, led by Nakamura
Kusatao.
1941 (Showa 16) Age 22
In the “Haiku Monthly Review” section
of the February issue of Dojō, Shimada
Seiho chooses the following works of
Kaneko Tohta for critical commentary:
“discovering a tardy boy,” “for news
of death,” “swaying a hand,” “autumn
hair.” Shimada Seiho is arrested under
the infamous Imperial-fascist Peace
Preservation Act, and Dojō ceases
publication. Enters Tokyo Imperial
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University, Department of Economics.
Has his first two haiku chosen for
the July issue of the Kato Shūsonsupervised Kanrai [Cold Thunder]
journal: “by flashlight,” and “winter
sea.” The Pacific War commences on
December 8, following the attack on
Pearl Harbor.
1942 (Showa 17) Age 23
Spends holidays reading and composing
haiku in kura [traditional Japanese
storehouses] around the Chichibu area.
Writes parts one and two of “Ozaki
Hōsai” for the February and March
issues of Kanrai.   In the April issue,
publishes four haiku as the “Kanrai
Collection,” including “autumn cicada”
and “the smell of hay.” Writes “An
Appreciation of the Kanrai Collection”
in the same issue. Also writes the essay,
“The Raccoon Dog’s [Tanuki’s] Military
Service” for the September issue. That
issue’s haiku includes “with a marrying
sister.” Shūson comments on this haiku
in the Kanrai Collected Works, writing:
“the latter part of this haiku shows a
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very accurate understanding.” And, in
the twelfth issue of Kanrai, Shūson
comments extensively on “spider lily”:
As the prefatory comments in
Kaneko’s haiku series “Life in
Chichibu” show, Tohta is a child
born and bred of Chichibu, and this
work excellently encapsulates the
Chichibu atmosphere. Up to this
point in time, the majority of gendai
haiku have been the works of urban
citizens. As a result, there have been
many “thin” haiku published, and
few haiku poets have been capable
of expressing the nuanced hues of
the rural countryside well, with the
exception of certain forerunner poets
such as Murakami Kijō and Īda
Dakotsu. There are some existent
terms, for instance “nature writer”
[shizen sakka] and “pastoral writer”
[denen sakka], and some poets who
have described rural scenery. However, few poets composing haiku
in this manner have been at all
successful in creating powerful
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haiku relating to the natural world:
“within [towards the origin of] the
wind.” This is an aspect of weakness
in contemporary gendai haiku [circa
1942].
The so-called pastoral haiku,
described by the curious eyes of
city dwellers who visit rural areas
on occasion results in a shallow
observance. The basis of such an
attitude concerns the problematic
limitations of urban authors divining
rural motifs. That is, in general, an
authentic haiku possessing a strong
local character cannot be created
until a poet truly lives with[in]
the soil, and becoming porous,
“dissolving into.” Via “incarnate
porosity,” for the first time nature
actually lives — and people actually
live. This becomes clear when reading
Basho’s travel haiku. Contemporary
travel using modern transportation
is an extension of urban life, and as
a result, urban haiku poets are for
the most part limited to superficial
observation.
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In the sense I have discussed, this
haiku is genuinely the haiku of a man
of Chichibu. Its author Tohta lives
his student life in the city, but in this
haiku, he casts an affectionate eye on
the children of Chuchibu. Kaneko’s
composition [reciting, singing] of
“dore mo hara dashi chichibu no ko”
[“spider lily”] breathes through
the feeling of season, a porous, red
spider lily. Haiku cannot live without
being firmly grounded in a humanity
which is unaffected by urban wit;
haiku cannot survive merely on the
wit of the city.
1943 (Showa 18) Age 24
The following haiku were published
in the top position of the first page
(foremost) in the “Kanrai Collection”
of the May issue of Kanrai: “a charcoal
burner’s face,” “with wires,” “on a light
bulb.” Maki Hideo’s “On the lyricism
of Kaneko Tohta” is published in the
same issue. Writes “Odai-san” for the
June issue of Kanrai.   Graduates six
months early in September. Enters The
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Bank of Japan [Nihon Ginkō]; forced to
take a leave of absence on his third day
to receive training at the Shinagawa
Naval Accounting School as a shortterm replacement naval accountant.
Ichiro Murakami is in the same squad.
While in college, stays in (recently wed)
Maki Hideo’s home, and goes to Kiso,
Nagano Prefecture. Travels around
the Bousō Peninsula with his father. A
farewell party with the Kanrai members
is held at the Nikiya in Kowaishi (a
cultural treasure of Japan), in the far
west Chichibu region, before he is sent
off to battle. Writes “The Theories of
Maki Hideo” for the October issue of
Kanrai. In December, participates in
the haiku collection Bazara, one of an
assembly of 18 members from Kanrai.
1944 (Showa 19) Age 25
In February, achieves the rank of accounting lieutenant, junior grade. At
the beginning of March, assumes a
post in the Fourth Naval Facilities
Department of Natsushima (now
Tonowas), in the Truk Islands. The poet
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Nishimura Kōzō (Yano, Commander
rank) was his immediate superior. On
May 31st, Shimada Seihō dies due to
the treatment of the Secret Police.
Saipan is captured by U.S. forces in July.
Commander Yano dies in battle. Writes
“On Life and Classical Literature I” for
the September issue of Kanrai.
1945 (Showa 20) Age 26
From the Truk islands, almost all communication with the mainland is lost.
Daily attacks by American aircraft.
Food shortages worsen, malnutrition
continues. Early in the year, moves
to Akishima Island (now Fefan) from
Natsushima Island, with approximately
200 others. Attempts at generating
self-sufficient food supplies fail. The
atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki occurs in August. All islands
in a state of desolation as the war ends.
The American occupation of Japan
(1945-53) begins.
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1946 (Showa 21) Age 27
Engaged in the construction of an
American airbase on Harushima (now
Emon) as a POW of the American
Navy. In November, returns to Japan
on the comandeered destroyer Kiri,
the final repatriation boat. Establishes
the Southern Cross haiku group
(“Southern Cross” is a homonym pun
meaning “heavy toil,” reflecting mandatory POW labor; the Southern Cross
constellation cannot be seen from
mainland Japan).
1947 (Showa 22) Age 28
In April, marries Shiotani Minako.
His younger sister Akari returns
home from the north of Korea (prior
to separation), bringing her eldest
son. In February, enters the Bank of
Japan. Paternal grandmother, Shige,
passes away. Returns to Kanrai, and
participates in Sawaki Kin’ichi’s Kaze
[Wind (both the journal and group)].
Publishes in Kanezawa. Takes up
residence in Urawa.
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1948 (Showa 23) Age 29
Begins the self-published haiku journal
Seidō [Bronze] with Hori Tōru, which
ends publication after two issues. In
February, together with his wife, visits
wartime friend Kurokawa Kenzō
at Nikōsanroku (a famous shrine
dedicated to Tokugawa Ieyasu). They
travel to various celebrated places,
including Tōshō-gū, Lake Chūzen and
the Ke’gon Falls, which they think
of as their honeymoon. In the same
month, Hori Tōru passes away from
tuberculosis. Becomes the Bank of
Japan Employees Union representative.
1949 (Showa 24) Age 30
In March, becomes the first executive
director of the employee union, and
devotes himself to union activities.
In the first summer following the
appointment, moves from Urawa to
the village of Takezawa (presently the
town of Ogawa in Saitama Prefecture).
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1950 (Showa 25) Age 31
In January, publishes a collection of
poems titled Kanae (pub. Shichiyōsha),
in collaboration with Tagawa Hiryoshi
and Aoike Shūji. Writes Shūsonron
dampen [Shūson essay-fragment] for the
April issue of Kanrai. Also in April,
moves his residence to the town
of Shiki in Saitama Prefecture. In
June, the Korean War begins. The
Red Purge begins (the firing and
blacklisting of public government
and private company employees,
who were communists, or suspected
sympathizers, left-wing workers, etc.),
is ordered via General MacArthur’s
letter to the Prime Minister (on June
6). The Red Purge quickly widens,
causing major disturbances in various
labor organizations. In December, the
bank employee union is forced into
retreat. Kaneko is forcibly relocated to
the bank branch-office in Fukushima.
1951 (Showa 26) Age 32
Moves residence to a house owned
by Fujimura Takao situated along the
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banks of the Abūkuma River in the
town of Watari. Writes Hakyō and
Shūson for the May issue of Haiku
Research.
1952 (Showa 27) Age 33
Moves from the banks of the Abūkuma
River to a new Bank of Japan employee
tenement building in the town of
Asahi. In December, his mother-in-law
Shiotani Sawano passes away.
1953 (Showa 28) Age 34
Goes to snow-blanketed Aizu for an
economic survey on the progress of
the electric power development of the
Tadamigawa area. In September, moves
to the Kobe bank branch. There, he
lives in the Okamoto family dormitory.  
Attends the Tenrō [Sirius] convention
in Osaka and comes into contact with
senior poets involved in the New Rising
Haiku [shinkō haiku] movement.
1954 (Showa 29) Age 35
Writes “Futatsu no kyūmu” [Two urgent
missions] in the April issue of Haiku.
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Becomes a member of Kanezawa’s
Kaze, and engages in debates together
with Onō Rinka, Akimoto Fujio, and
Suzuki Murio. Meets Hori Ashio and
Hayashida Kineo.  In the survey titled
“Haiku and Social Consciousness” in the
April issue of Kaze, addresses 24 poetmembers; writes the signature epithet:
“Social consciousness is an issue which
concerns the poet’s stance.” A debate
regarding these comments ensues.
Sawaki Kin’ichi, in the “Afterward” of
the same Kaze issue, comments that
“the members of Kaze have revealed
to us the foundation of their creative
consciousness. For a beautiful flower
to bloom on top of this ‘substructure’
we must make a collective effort.”
(‘Substructure’ [kabukōzō] is a familiar
reference to Marxist theory.)
1955 (Showa 30) Age 36
In the February issue of Haiku, participates in a roundtable talk with
Ōshima Tamikuni, Itami Mikihiko, and
Katsura Nobuko titled, “The Current
State of Modern Haiku.” Writes  serial
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article, titled “Social Consciousness and
Ideology in Haiku: As a 30-Something”
in the February and March issues of
Haiku Research. Engages in discourses
with Kakurai Akio, Suzuki Murio,
and Harako Kōhei in the Kanezawa
Kaze convention. Kaneko Minako
(wife of Kaneko) receives the Kaze
Award for her haiku. In July, publishes
a collection of fifty poems titled “In
Fukushima,” in Gendai Haiku Kushū [A
Collection of Modern Haiku] (pub. The
Modern Haiku Committee). In the July
issue of Haiku reviews Satō Onifusa’s
collection of haiku, Yoru no Gake
[Night Cliff], as well as Suzuki Murio’s
collection, Tanima no hata [Valley flag]
published in the September issue of
the same publication.
1956 (Showa 31) Age 37
In January, is involved in the formation
of the New Haiku Forum/Association,
headed by a loose association with
the Volunteer Haiku Poets of Kansai.
Writes, “Authentic Haiku: A Preface
Beginning with the Works of Yama225

guchi Seishi” in the February edition
of Haiku Research, and attempts to
establish a new theory of haiku. In
May, first uses the phrase “zōkei” while
giving a lecture during the Tokyo Kanrai
convention. In June, has 256 haiku
published in A Collection of Modern
Haiku (pub. Chikuma Shobō). In July,
receives one of the most prestigious
awards for haiku, the Modern Haiku
Association Award.   Reviews a haiku
collection by Hosomi Ayako titled
“Pheasant” in the December issue of
Haiku. During this period, Kaneko
resolves to devote his life to haiku.
1957 (Showa 32) Age 38
Writes “Authentic Haiku: Problems
in Evaluating ‘Seishi’s Innovation,’” in
the January issue of Haiku Research. In
September, moves to Aoya. Participates
in compiling Modern Haiku Meeting,
consisting of works by poets and groups,
including the “Kobe Volunteers” Hashi
Kanseki, Nagata Kōi, and Akao Tōshi.
Becomes a judge of the “Haiku Forum”
for the Kansai edition of the Asahi
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Newspaper. Writes “About ‘zōkei’” in
Haiku, at the urging of Saitō Sanki
(then editor of Haiku). In April, has
the 256 haiku [see “1956”] listed in
volume 95 of the 97 volume Collected
Modern Japanese Literary Works — From
the Meiji Era to the Present, under the
title “Modern Haiku” (pub. Chikuma
Shobō). In Kobe, writes two celebrated
haiku, “dawn breaks” and “into the
morning bank clerks.” [“Kaneko
Tōta’s ‘fluorescent squid,’” Itō and
Gilbert, Roadrunner Haiku Journal IX:2
(May 2009) <roadrunnerjournal.net/
pages92/specialfeature92.htm>.   Also
writes “Suzuki Murio in Profile: A
Friend’s Perspective on the Reasons for
Receiving the Modern Haiku Award,”
in the September edition of Haiku
Research.
1958 (Showa 33) Age 39
In January, transfers to the Nagasaki
branch of The Bank of Japan. Meets
Kuma Haruto. Visits the Gotō
Archipelago, Karatsu, Unzen, Sasebō,
Mōji, and the Nomo Peninsula. Haiku
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representative of this period include,
“among the twisted and charred” and
“splendid field of gravestones.” In
the February issue of Haiku Research
contributes an article concerning
his correspondence with Takayanagi
Jūshin entitled “On ‘zōkei’ in Haiku.”
Writes “Concerning ‘Modernity’ in
Haiku” in the September issue of the
same publication.
1959 (Showa 34) Age 40
Participates in the inauguration of the
Kyushu Modern Haiku Association.
Writes “On Obscurity” [難解 nankai:
‘obscure,’
‘abstract,’
‘esoteric,’
‘intricate,’ ‘metaphysical’] as part of
a special feature entitled “What is
Obscurity” in the February edition of
Haiku. The special feature includes
contributions from Hirahata Seitō,
Saitō Sanki, and Iida Ryūta, in addition
to 26 others. In October, has 100 haiku
from his stay in Kobe listed in Volume 8
of Modern Haiku Collected Works
(pub. Misuzu Shobō, co-authored).
Composes “island of martyrdom,”
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From this year onward critics begin
to regularly use the term zen’ei [avantgarde], indicating the influence of
Kaneko’s activities extending to haiku
and literary culture in general.
1960 (Showa 35) Age 41
In the January issue of Haiku Research,
writes a review of Snake, a haiku
collection by Akao Tōshi. In May,
transfers to the headquarters of The
Bank of Japan in Tokyo. Takes up
residence in a bank-employee building
in Suginami (a district in Tokyo). Gives
a speech titled “A Third Commentary
on ‘zōkei’” at the 15th anniversary
convention of the journal Kaze [Wind].
Based on his return trip from Nagasaki
to Tokyo, writes 100 haiku published
as “Kaitei” in the October issue of
Haiku, including “a miller weeps” and
“fruit orchard.” Writes “K’s [Kaneko’s]
response — concerning ‘zōkei’” in Kanrai.
1961 (Showa 36) Age 42
Publishes “The Age of Poetry” (presented at a speech at the Haiku Review
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Convention) in the January issue of
Haiku Research, in addition to “Haiku
Circle Commentary,” which appears in
the January to March issues of the same
journal. Participates in a discussion
titled “Breaking Through the Problems
of Modern Haiku” with Sawaki
Kin’ichi, Harako Kōhei, Takayanagi
Jūshin, and Kusumoto Ken’kichi
(moderator), which is later published
in the July issue of Haiku Research. A
debate with Takayanagi Jūshin titled
“Inside the Whirlpool of Zen’ei [avantgarde]” is published in the November
issue of Haiku Research. Beginning in
the January issue of Haiku, contributes
six installments under the title “Zōkei
Haiku — Six Chapters.” Writes about
his debates with Nakamura Kusatao
concerning “modern haiku” and writes
“An Introduction to Modern Haiku”
in the Asahi Newspaper. Holds a
roundtable talk with Nakamura Shirō,
Akimoto Fujio, and Mori Sumio titled
“What is Modern Haiku?” which is
written up in the August and September
issues of Haiku. In December, the
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Modern Haiku Association splinters,
resulting in the formation of the Haiku
Poets Association. In July, publishes his
second haiku collection, The Collected
Haiku of Kaneko Tohta [Kaneko Tohta
Kushū] (pub. Kaze, later by Yūshorin
Haiku-Bunko).
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Kaneko Tohta
Indices of First Lines
1. First Line Index
2. Alphabetical Index
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First Line Index
Section 1. Student days, 1937 – 1944

haiku

1. “white plum blossoms”
2. “just as the babble”
3. “into every day’s silence”
4. “everyone holds”
5. “marries a daughter”
6. “cloudy city”
7. “autumn breeze”
8. “within a moth’s eye”
9. “leaving Fuji behind”
10. “discovering a tardy boy”
11. “for news of death”
12. “swaying a hand
13. “autumn hair”
14. “by flashlight”
15. “winter sea”
16. “a private’s insignia”
17.  “a boy’s absent-mindedness”
18. “foggy night”
19. “a red ant crawls”
20. “spider lily”
21. “lantern-festival full moon”
22. “autumn cicada”

27
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
32
32
33
33
34
34
35
35
36
36
37
37
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notes

105
106
106
106
107
107
107
108
109
110
111
111
111
112
112
113
113
113
113
114
116
116

23. “the smell of hay”
24. “with a marrying sister”
25. “a charcoal burner’s face”
26. “with wires”
27. “of autumn wind”
28. “on a light bulb”
29. “lingering sound”
30. “winter without rain”
31. “winter sunlight”

haiku

notes

38
38
39
39
40
40
41
41
42

117
117
117
118
118
118
119
120
121

Section 2. War and wartime experience, 1944 – 1946
32. “air-raid”
33. “around the curved torso”
34. “nights in a foxhole”
35. “wearying and fighting”
36. “ant on the floor”
37. “in a large sailboat”
38. “a strawberry finch”
39. “cassava forest”
40. “beneath a torch of breadfruit”
41. “bombed breadfruit tree”
42. “dusk under the tree”
43. “before my youthful eyes”
44. “floating together”
45. “as a spy a native”
46. “filling up on”
47. “starved islands”
48. “away from slaughter”
49. “a captured pilot”
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45
45
46
46
47
47
48
48
49
49
50
50
51
51
52
52
53
53

123
123
123
123
124
124
124
124
125
125
125
125
126
126
126
126
127
127

haiku

50. “no longer floating”
51. “into the coral sea”
52. “bombed”
53. “hill of palm”
54. “squall clouds”
55. “rising cloud upon cloud”
56. “on the sea blue clouds wordless”
57. “lying on my back”
58. “eared reeds”
59. “nearly idiotic days”
60. “the ship window returns”
61. “the disappearing wake”

54
54
55
56
56
57
57
58
59
59
60
60

notes

127
127
128
128
128
128
129
130
130
130
130
131

Section 3. Repatriation and early postwar experience,
1946 – 1957
62. “graveyard too burned”
63. “bones of the dead”
64. “frosted trains”
65. “misted train windows”
66. “also ambition toward autumn”
67. “a night of crickets”
68. “at the far edge of twilight”
69. “opium poppies; more obvious”
70. “a carpenter bee overflies”
71. “the words ‘freedom of slaves’”
72. “for a child”
73. “backyard cobalt blue”    
74. “‘read this in the morning sun’”
75. “charcoal maker on a singing spree”
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65
65
66
66
67
67
68
68
69
69
70
70
71
71

133
133
134
134
135
135
135
135
136
136
136
137
137
137

76. “beyond the snowy mountains”
77. “in darkness”
78. “power lines sparking the night”
79. “in the loft”
80. “encompassing the arctic pride”
81. “night juice”
82. “tossing and floating”
83. “white outline of a man”
84. “snow at the harbor”
85. “distant”
86. “at the mountain top”
87. “with my only begotten”
88. “leopards: a child’s infatuation”
89. “ship crews”
90. “deep fog at noon”
91. “a muscular young man”
92. “young men”
93. “on stormy ground”
94. “a young man, a deer, beloved”
95. “life, bitter clear”
96. “into the morning”
97. “never, atomic bomb never”
98. “A-bomb town”
99. “dawn breaks”

haiku

notes

72
72
73
73
74
74
75
75
76
76
77
77
78
78
79
79
80
80
81
81
82
82
83
83

137
137
138
138
138
139
139
139
140
140
140
140
140
141
141
141
141
141
142
142
142
142
142
143

Section 4. A Poet of Ikimonofūei, 1994 – 2012
100. “splendid field of gravestones”
101. “among the twisted and charred”
102. “somewhere a door”
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89
89
90

145
146
147

haiku

90
103. “a doctor after surgery”
91
104. “through a graveyard”
91
105. “on the cape”
92
106. “island of martyrdom”
92
107. “was it a murky green swamp”
93
108. “green flowing cat”
93
109. “toward steps in the sun”
94
110. “cathedral”
94
111. “through winter woods”
95
112. “at forest’s end”
95
113. “Ariake Bay”
114. “window raindrops”
96
96
115. “night after night”
97
116. “on the boat’s course”
117. “ascension of a penurious peasant” 97
98
118. “crows crowd”
98
119. “penis also fish also”
99
120. “island of tantric Buddhism”
99
121. “night sea trip”
100
122. “meat devoured”
100
123. “fruit orchard”
101
124. “Sakurajima volcano black”
102
125. “the demonstration flows”
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notes

147
148
148
149
149
150
150
150
152
152
153
153
153
154
155
155
155
156
156
156
157
157
158
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Alphabetical Index

“a boy’s absent-mindedness”
“a captured pilot”
“a carpenter bee overflies”
“a charcoal burner’s face”
“a doctor after surgery”
“a muscular young man”
“a night of crickets”
“a private’s insignia”
“a red ant crawls”
“a strawberry finch”
“a young man, a deer, beloved”
“A-bomb town”
“air-raid”
“also ambition toward autumn”
“among the twisted and charred”
“ant on the floor”
“Ariake Bay”
“around the curved torso”
“as a spy a native”
“ascension of a penurious peasant”
“at forest’s end”
“at the far edge of twilight”
“at the mountain top”
“autumn breeze”
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haiku

notes

35
53
69
39
90
79
67
34
36
48
81
83
45
67
89
47
95
45
51
97
95
68
77
30

113
127
136
117
147
141
135
113
113
124
142
142
123
135
146
124
153
123
126
155
152
135
140
107

haiku

notes

“autumn cicada”
“autumn hair”
“away from slaughter”

37
33
53

116
111
127

“backyard cobalt blue”
“before my youthful eyes”
“beneath a torch of breadfruit”
“beyond the snowy mountains”
“bombed breadfruit tree”
“bombed”
“bones of the dead”
“by flashlight”

70
50
49
72
49
55
65
33

137
125
125
137
125
128
133
112

“cassava forest”
“cathedral”
“charcoal maker on a singing spree”
“cloudy city”
“crows crowd”

48
94
39
29
98

124
150
117
107
155

“dawn breaks”
“deep fog at noon”
“discovering a tardy boy”
“distant”
“dusk under the tree”

83
79
31
76
50

143
141
110
140
125

“eared reeds”
“encompassing the arctic pride”
“everyone holds”

59
74
28

130
138
106

“filling up on”

52

126
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haiku

notes

51
35
70
32
66
100

126
113
136
111
134
157

“graveyard too burned”
“green flowing cat”

65
93

133
150

“hill of palm”
“in a large sailboat”
“in darkness”
“in the loft”
“into every day’s silence”
“into the coral sea”
“into the morning”
“island of martyrdom”
“island of tantric Buddhism”

56
47
72
73
28
54
82
92
99

128
124
137
138
106
127
142
149
156

“just as the babble”

27

106

“lantern-festival full moon”
“leaving Fuji behind”
“leopards: a child’s infatuation”
“life, bitter clear”
“lingering sound”
“lying on my back”

37
31
78
81
41
58

116
109
140
142
119
130

“marries a daughter”

29

107

“floating together”
“foggy night”
“for a child”
“for news of death”
“frosted trains”
“fruit orchard”
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haiku

“meat devoured”
“misted train windows”
“nearly idiotic days”
“never, atomic bomb never”
“night after night”
“night juice”
“night sea trip”
“nights in a foxhole”
“no longer floating”

notes

100
66
59
82
96
74
99
46
54

156
134
130
142
153
139
156
123
127

“of autumn wind”
“on a light bulb”
“on stormy ground”
“on the boat’s course”
“on the cape”
“on the sea blue clouds wordless”
“opium poppies; more obvious”

40
40
80
97
91
57
68

118
118
141
154
148
129
135

“penis also fish also”
“power lines sparking the night”

98
73

155
138

“‘read this in the morning sun’”
“rising cloud upon cloud”

71
57

137
128

“Sakurajima volcano black”
“ship crews”
“snow at the harbor”
“somewhere a door”
“spider lily”
“splendid field of gravestones”

101
78
76
90
36
89

157
141
140
147
114
145
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haiku

notes

56
52
32

128
126
111

“the demonstration flows”
“the disappearing wake”
“the ship window returns”
“the smell of hay”
“the words ‘freedom of slaves’”
“through a graveyard”
“through winter woods”
“tossing and floating”
“toward steps in the sun”

102
60
60
38
69
91
94
75
93

158
131
130
117
136
148
152
139
150

“was it a murky green swamp”
“wearying and fighting”
“white outline of a man”
“white plum blossoms”
“window raindrops”
“winter sea”
“winter sunlight”
“winter without rain”
“with a marrying sister”
“with my only begotten”
“with wires”
“within a moth’s eye”

92
46
75
27
96
34
42
41
38
77
39
30

149
123
139
105
153
112
121
120
117
140
118
108

“young men”

80

141

“squall clouds”
“starved islands”
“swaying a hand”
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Translator Biographies
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Richard Gilbert, Ph.D., is an Associate
Professor of British and American Literature, at Kumamoto University. He is the
founder and director of the Kon Nichi
Translation Group. Previous Kon Nichi
activities include the publication of a
bilingual edition of Presents of Mind, by Jim
Kacian (Red Moon Press, 2006), awarded
the Haiku Society of America's Mildred
Kanterman Award for International
Collaboration (2007), and translated Japanese haiku, biographies and criticism
(including subtitled video-interviews) at
the Gendai Haiku website (“gendaihaiku.
com”). In 2008, his Poems of Consciousness:
Contemporary Japanese & English-language
Haiku in Cross-cultural Perspective (Red
Moon Press, 306 pp.) was awarded the
Mildred Kanterman Special Award for
Haiku Criticism and Poetry (2009). He
was a consulting co-translator of Gasenshū:
The Systematic Compilation of Kōans in Zen
Buddhism (Ningen Zen Kyōdan, 2006,
192 pp.). He is a judge of the Kusamakura
International Haiku Competition, Kumamoto, Japan (2003–present), and an associate member of The Haiku Foundation
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(“thehaikufoundation.org”). His haiku
have appeared most recently in Haiku 21:
An anthology of contemporary English-language
haiku (Gurga & Metz, eds., Modern Haiku
Press, 2011, 205 pp.) and Roadrunner Haiku
Journal (“roadrunnerjournal.net”). Recent
academic publications include, “Plausible
Deniability: Nature as Hypothesis in
English‑language Haiku,” in Stylistic Studies
of Literature (Hori, Tabata, Kumamoto,
eds., Peter Lang, 2009). Published articles
and interviews can be found at (“research.
gendaihaiku.com”).
Masahiro Hori, Ph.D., is a Professor
of English Linguistics and Stylistics at
Kumamoto Gakuen University, Japan. His
Investigating Dickens’ Style: A Collocational
Analysis (Palgrave, UK, 2004, 251 pp.)
was awarded the Corpus Linguistics
Association Prize (Japan) for 2005. In
2002, he became a founding member of the
Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group. His
recent books and articles are as follows:
Introduction to Collocation Studies in English
(in Japanese) (Kenkyusha, 2009, 240 pp.),
Stylistic Studies of Literature: In Honour of
252

Professor Hiroyuki Ito (co-ed., Peter Lang,
2009, 257 pp.), Chronological Approaches
to Collocation: New Perspectives in Studies
of English and Japanese (in Japanese) (coauthored, Hitsuji Shobo, 2009, 224 pp.),
Handbook of English Grammar for Writing (in
Japanese) (co-authored, Kenkyusha, 2008,
317 pp.), “Can Zen Koans be Translated?:
The World of Zen Seen through Linguistic
Analysis” (in Japanese) (2005), and “Can
Japanese Culture be Translated?: The Case
of Musashi Miyamoto’s The Book of Five
Rings” (in Japanese) (2008). He has also coauthored the series, My Word (Shamrock
in the Sky Books, USA, 1995, 1996, 1998,
95 pp.) with Gerald Sullivan, and cotranslated into Japanese Tobias Smollett’s,
The Adventure of Roderick Random (Aratake,
1999, 501 pp.).
Itō Yūki, Ph.D., received his Ph.D. in
Literature from Kumamoto University, in
2011, for his dissertation, “The Double War:
Yeats’s Philosophy and Sense of National
Identity in Evolution, from John Sherman
through ‘Meditations in Time of Civil War.’”
In 2002, he became a founding member of
253

the Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group. At
age 16 he began writing haiku, contributing
to the magazine, TILL. One of judges of its
“Haiku Corner,” noted poet Morisu Ran,
invited him to join the Saien (Dithyrambs)
haiku circle. In 2001, he joined the Modern
Haiku Association (gendaihaiku kyōkai).
That same year, he joined HIHI (Silent
Snowfall), the haiku circle led by noted poet
Hoshinaga Fumio. Publications include,
“Women & Postwar Gendai Haiku: From
Invisibility to Leadership” (co-authored,
Simply Haiku Journal 7:4, 2009); W. B.
Yeats’s Psychological Attitudes toward the
Easter Rising: ‘Easter, 1916’” (International
Journal of Social and Cultural Studies, Vol. 1,
Kumamoto University, 2008); New Rising
Haiku: The Evolution of Modern Japanese
Haiku and the Haiku Persecution Incident (Red
Moon Press, 2007), and “Anglo-Irish Values
and Noble Tragedy in Yeats's Philosophy: A
Vision of Cultural Renewal,” Yeats Studies,
38 (Yeats Society of Japan, 2007). Itō is
currently an Adjunct Lecturer in English,
at Kumamoto Gakuen University.
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David Ostman, MA, graduated from the
Faculty of Information Studies, Kumamoto
University, in March 2008, after obtaining
his BA in East Asian History, University
of Alberta. His MA thesis (in Japanese),
Japanese Editorial Representation of the
Japanese/Korean Relationship, utilizes corpuscollocation software to compare the
different ways in which the Japanese
media frames the historically troubled
relationship between the two countries.
This thesis was published (with the
same title) in Language Issues Journal, 16:1
(Prefectural University of Kumamoto,
2010). In 2009, he became a member of
the Kon Nichi Haiku Translation Group.  
David is an Adjunct Lecturer in English at
The Prefectural University of Kumamoto,
and founder and CEO of Advantage English,
an English-language school for Japanese
professionals.
Koun Franz, MFA, completed his graduate studies in Creative Writing (Fiction)
at Eastern Washington University. He is
a Soto Zen priest. He was the Resident
Priest of the Anchorage Zen Community
255

(2006–2010), and a full-time Lecturer,
teaching Buddhist Studies and Japanese
Language at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage (2006–2010), and was also
Adjunct Lecturer at Alaska Pacific
University (2008–2010). In 2009, he
became a member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group. Some of Koun’s Zen
lectures in English can be found at (“alaskazen.org/resources/dharma-talks”). He was
a consulting co-translator of Gasenshū:
The Systematic Compilation of Kōans in Zen
Buddhism (Ningen Zen Kyōdan, 2006,
192 pp.). He is a Special Lecturer to the
Shōgoji (Temple) International Open Ango
(an intensive monastic training period),
Kikuchi, Kumamoto (2005–present), serves
as a priest at various temples in Japan, and
lectures on Buddhism (in Japanese) at
temples throughout Japan. He is currently
engaged in a variety of Buddhism-related
interpretation and translation activities,
and since 2010 regularly translates articles
for the Soto Zen Journal “Dharma Eye”
Newsletter.
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Tracy Franz, MFA (Creative Writing),
is a Lecturer in the Sojo International
Learning Center (SILC) at Sojo University
in Kumamoto, Japan, where she is currently
engaged with developing and implementing
a new EFL writing center. Her poetry and
fiction have appeared in various literary
journals, including Oregon East, Voices West,
and Jeopardy; her academic work has most
recently appeared in The Language Teacher.
She has previously taught ESL/EFL and
creative writing at the University of Alaska
and Shokei University (Kumamoto, Japan),
and as a Graduate Instructor at Eastern
and Western Washington Universities.
Her current project, the memoir, Waiting
for Zen, is an account of her experience
of “practice” in Japan — as a student of
Japanese language, pottery, karate, Zen,
and daily life — while her husband (a Zen
Buddhist monk in the Soto tradition) lived
for a year in monasteries in Shikoku and
Kumamoto, Japan. In 2011, she became
a member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group.
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Kanamitsu Takeyoshi, haikaishi, was
born in Kumamoto, Japan, and graduated
from Ryukyu University with a BA in
Japanese Literature. In 2002, he became a
founding member of the Kon Nichi Haiku
Translation Group. Living in Tokyo, from
1992, he began composing and publishing
haiku in English, first under the instruction
of Catherine Urquhat. “Takke” has read
widely in Japanese haiku culture, literature
and history. His haibun, The Hot Season of
Thailand and Cambodia, was published by
The Meguro Fellowship (1998); his haiku
blog (in Japanese), “eigo haiku” (“ameblo.jp/
takke-rollingstone”) began in 2008. In 2009,
the English version, “Broken English Haiku”
(“shinjukurollingstone.blogspot.com”)
began, under his haigō (haiku penname)
Shinjuku Rollingstone. As of 2011, he is
developing a “haiku database” research
project at (“2st.jp/takke”).
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